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Abstract:
Sum frequency generation (SFG) spectroscopy is a unique tool for probing
the vibrational structure of numerous interfaces. Since SFG is a nonlinear
spectroscopy, it has long been recognized that measuring only the intensity – the
absolute square of the surface response – limits the potential of SFG for
examining interfacial interactions and dynamics. The potential is unlocked by
measuring the phase-sensitive or imaginary response. As with any phase, the
phase-sensitive SFG response is measured relative to a reference; the spatial
relationship between the phase reference and the sample modulates the observed
interference intensity and impacts sensitivity and accuracy. We have designed and
implemented a nonlinear interferometer to directly measure the phase-sensitive
response. If the phase of the reference is known, then the interferometer produces
an absolute phase of the surface. Compared to current configurations, phase
accuracy and stability are greatly improved due to active stabilization of the
sample-reference position. The design is versatile thus, can be used for any
system that can be probed with SFG including buried interfaces and those with
high vapor pressure. Feasibility and advantages of the interferometer are
demonstrated using an octadecyltrichlorosilane (OTS) film on fused silica.
Chapter 1 describes the theory of scalar sum frequency generation (SFG)
spectroscopy and fundamental work on ammonia water, trimethylamine (TriMA)
water and tetramethylammonium hydroxide (TMAH) water using scalar SFG.
Analyzing and understanding these spectra requires phase-sensitive spectra; data

left for a future student using the nonlinear interferometer. Indeed, understanding
the impact of ammonia and amines on the aqueous surface was a prime motivator
for developing the nonlinear interferometer. Chapter 2 is the heart of the thesis:
the building, and implementation of the nonlinear interferometer.
Octadecyltrichlorosilane (OTS) on silica window is used as a demonstration
surface to test the validity of the nonlinear interferometer. Aqueous amines are
just the starting point for applications using this nonlinear interferometer to
understand chemical systems at interfaces. Detailed step-by-step alignment
procedure of the nonlinear interferometer, data processing procedures, Z-scan of
the non-resonance, sample preparation, dual channel approach, scalar SFG of zcut quartz, and other phase measurements can be found in the Appendix.
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Chapter 1:
Scalar sum frequency generation (SFG)
Introduction:
Vibrational spectroscopy is an important technique that has been developed to characterize
the vibrational structure of the molecules to identify and study the chemical composition and
their interactions. William Herschel discovered infrared (IR) radiation in 1800.1 After one
hundred years, William Coblentz characterized IR vibrational spectra of many compounds.2
Most IR techniques are applied to bulk studies and the interpretation is well-worked out.
Surface/interfacial vibrational structure is also very important because the surface is key to
understanding numerous chemical phenomena, such as heterogeneous catalysis, corrosion,
species at aqueous solutions, aerosol formation etc.
There are many surface science techniques to study the vibrational modes of the chemicals
at the interfaces. Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy is a common instrument for
surface study using accessories such as attenuated total reflectance (ATR) and diffuse reflectance
infrared Fourier transform spectroscopy (DRIFTS). However, there are only a few surface
techniques that are effective to probe surfaces at sub monolayer sensitivity, especially liquid
interfaces at molecular level. ATR method has been used to probe buried liquid interfaces, but
because the wave has a penetration length of ≥ 100nm into the bulk, it lacks surface specificity.
Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM) may apply to thin
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films of liquids on solid substrates but suffer from molecular movement at liquid interface and
are not generally molecule specific.
Sum frequency generation (SFG) is the only technique currently capable of probing the
vibrational structure of buried or high vapor pressure interfaces or of determining the orientation
of constituents of an interface. It allows in situ, non-destructive probing of the surfaces. Within
the electric dipole approximation, SFG is forbidden in any environment containing wavelength
scale inversion symmetry. On this scale, gases and liquids as well as many solids are
centrosymmetric. As a result, SFG is surface specific. Accordingly, SFG has been applied to
study numerous surfaces: aqueous solutions,3, 4 peptide and protein interfaces,5 polymers,6 single
crystal ice,7-9 and many others.7, 9-18 The only requirement is that the interface is accessible by
light.19
The theories of SFG and foundation SFG work on ammonia water, trimethylamine (TriMA)
water and tetramethylammonium hydroxide (TMAH) water is presented and discussed in the
next section.

Theory of scalar SFG:
The basis for the SFG response can be found in numerous publications.15, 20, 21 The
frequency of light generated by sum frequency spectroscopy is the sum of two input frequencies:
ωo =ω1 + ω2, where ω1 ≠ ω2. (Second harmonic generation (SHG) is to generate light with a
doubled frequency, where ω1 = ω2. SHG is a special case of SFG.) Figure 1 describes a surface
SFG process22: two input laser beams at frequencies ω1 and ω2 overlap on the surface of the
sample and generate the SF signal with frequency ωo =ω1 + ω2 in reflection. (Note: SFG can also
occur in transmission or in counter-propagating geometry. Most often, it is done co-linear and in
reflection; this is the geometry we use.) In general, ω1, ω2, ωo represents the frequency of the
17

visible, infrared, and sum frequency. The graph on the right side of Figure 1 is an energy level
diagram of the sum frequency generation process.

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the SFG process at an interface detected in
the reflection direction (left): Incoming infrared (red) and visible (green) beams
combine on the surface producing a SFG beam (blue). Scanning the infrared
frequency produces greater SFG when there is a vibrational resonance in the
surface molecules. Energy diagram (right) of SF process: it is a multi-photon
process polarizing the medium due to simultaneous infrared and Raman
transitions accompanied by emission from the resulting polarization
(http://www.uniheidelberg.de/fakultaeten/chemgeo/pci/tegeder/research/methods.html accessed
on June 25, 2017)

SFG is a second-order nonlinear optical process. Nonlinear optics is the branch of optics that
describes the behavior of light in nonlinear media, in which the polarization, 𝑃, responses
nonlinearly to the electric field, 𝐸, of the light. The polarization19 that generates the output SF
signal depends on the electric fields of the two input beams E! and E! :

~ ~

~ (1) ~

~
~

~~

~ (1) E + α~ ' E + χ~ ( 2) : E E + ...
(1) P = α
1
2
1 2
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In a second order non-linear optical processes, under electric-dipole approximation, the
response is forbidden in media with inversion symmetry (like liquids), but it is allowed at
surfaces or interfaces. Therefore, SFG is highly surface specific. Vibrational spectra originate
from a thin layer of molecules. To be SFG active, the vibrational mode of interest must be both
IR and Raman active.
The output intensity of SFG19 is given by:
(2) I (ω ) =

2
2
~
32π 3ω 2 secη SF
~
~
~
~
~ ( 2) : E
E
(
ω
)
⋅
χ
(
ω
)
E
(
ω
)
SF
vis
IR
c 3 n1 (ω SF )n1 (ω1 )n1 (ω 2 )

~
where E (ω ) is a vector describing the direction and magnitude of the input or output electric

field and ni is refractive index, I i is intensity of the beam at ωi , It is assumed that the SFG
(!)

nonlinear response is dominated by the surface nonlinear susceptibility, 𝜒! of the sample. The
susceptibility is a second-order tensor that gives rise to SFG; it contains information on
orientation of molecules at the surface. The susceptibility of a dielectric material is a measure of
how easily it is polarized in response to an electric field. 𝜒!! which can be expressed as:
(!)

(3)  𝜒!! 𝜔!" = 𝜒!" +
(!)

!!

!!
!" !!! !!!!

where 𝜒!" is the non-resonant component and

!!

!!
!" !!! !!!!

is the resonant component. The

non-resonant contribution is due to electronic transitions; it is considered constant if the visible
light is held constant. Aq, ωq, and Γq are the oscillator strength, resonant frequency, and damping
coefficient of the qth vibrational mode. If interactions are neglected,  𝐴! = 𝑁 < 𝛼! 𝜇! >, where
N is the surface density of molecules, 𝛼! (µq) is the Raman cross section (infrared oscillator
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strength) of the qth mode of individual molecules, and the angular brackets denotes an
orientational average over the molecules in the surface layer.
The observed SF intensity is related to the surface hyperpolarizability and is also
polarization dependent. It requires three polarizations to describe the experiment: the output SF
beam, the input visible and the infrared beams. There are eight potential polarization
combinations, sss, ssp, sps, spp, ppp, pps, psp, and pss. The polarization notation is usually
written in the order of SF, visible, and IR. The p-polarized light is parallel to the plane of
incidence and the s-polarized light is perpendicular to the plane of incidence as shown in Figure
2.

Figure 2. S and p polarized light with respect to the plane of incidence.19 The electric
field of p-polarized light is parallel to the plane of incidence and that of s-polarized light
is perpendicular to the plane of incidence

If the surface has a x-z mirror plane (such as aqueous surfaces or single crystal ice), then zero
intensity is expected for an odd number of s polarized beams which includes sss,spp,pps, and psp.
The SF and visible represent Raman processes as shown in energy diagram (Figure 1), so Isps and
Ipss differ only by a Fresnel factor (the efficiency with which the incoming radiation produces a
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field on the surface) thus, there are three unique nonzero combinations, ssp,sps and ppp. In
simple cases (such as if the Raman tensor elements and depolarization ratio are known), the
orientation of the molecules on the surface can be found by taking the tensor elements and
applying the correct transformations.
One of the challenges of SFG comes from the many coordinate systems involved: the
laboratory, the surface, and the molecular coordinate systems. Euler angles are used to convert
among coordinate systems.

Figure 3. Coordination systems: laboratory, surface and molecular19 The laboratory
coordinate system is denoted with upper case letters; Z is the surface normal, X is the
forward beam propagation direction and Y completes a right-handed coordinate system.
The surface coordinate system is denoted with lower case letters; for an isotropic system,
the laboratory and surface coordinate systems coincide. The molecular coordinate system
is denoted with a, b, and c; this is an orthogonal coordinate system defined by the
molecular symmetry. Angles Ɵ and Φ are Euler angles that locate the molecular
coordinate system relative to that of the surface.

In Figure 3, the laboratory coordinate and surface systems are set in coincidence with each
other. Euler angel projection is done by a sequence of rotation to bring the molecular axes into
coincidence with those of the surface. The sequence of operation is described by the product:
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⎛ cosψ
⎜
(4) ⎜ − sinψ
⎜ 0
⎝

sinψ
cosψ
0

0 ⎞⎛ cosθ
⎟⎜
0 ⎟⎜ 0
1 ⎟⎠⎜⎝ sin θ

0 − sin θ ⎞⎛ cosφ
⎟⎜
1
0 ⎟⎜ − sin φ
0 cosθ ⎟⎠⎜⎝ 0

sin φ

0 ⎞⎛ x ⎞ ⎛ X ⎞
⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
cosφ 0 ⎟⎜ y ⎟ = ⎜ Y ⎟ , after doing matrix
0
1 ⎟⎠⎜⎝ z ⎟⎠ ⎜⎝ Z ⎟⎠

multiplication, one can obtain:
⎛ cos χ cosθ cosφ − sin χ sin φ
⎜
(5) ⎜ − sin χ cosθ cosφ − cos χ sin φ
⎜
sin θ cosφ
⎝

cos χ cosθ sin φ + sin χ cosφ

− cos χ sin θ ⎞⎛ x ⎞ ⎛ X ⎞
⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟
− sin χ cosθ sin φ + cos χ cosφ sin χ sin θ ⎟⎜ y ⎟ = ⎜ Y ⎟
⎟⎜ z ⎟ ⎜ Z ⎟
sin θ sin φ
cosθ
⎠⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠

There are 3x3x3 = 27 possible surface hyperpolarizability elements, χIJK. If the surface has a
x-z mirror plane, the connection between χIJK and output SF intensity (I) can be expressed as
follows:
𝑝 2

𝐼𝑅 𝑠
(6) For ssp polarization combination: 𝐼𝑠𝑠𝑝    ∝ |𝐿𝑌 𝜒𝑌𝑌𝑍 𝐾𝑣𝑖𝑠
𝑌 𝐾𝑍 𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑠 𝑒𝐼𝑅 |
𝑝

𝐼𝑅
𝑠
(7) For sps polarization combination: 𝐼𝑠𝑝𝑠    ∝ |𝐿𝑌 𝜒𝑌𝑍𝑌 𝐾𝑣𝑖𝑠
𝑍 𝐾𝑌 𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑠 𝑒𝐼𝑅 |

(8)
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For ppp polarization combination:

!
!
!
!
  𝐼!!!    ∝ |𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜂!,!" 𝐿! 𝜒!!" 𝐾!!"# 𝐾!!" 𝑒!"#
𝑒!"
+𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜂!,!" 𝐿! 𝜒!"! 𝐾!!"# 𝐾!!" 𝑒!"#
𝑒!"
!
!
!
! !
+ 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜂!,!" 𝐿! 𝜒!"" 𝐾!!"# 𝐾!!" 𝑒!"#
𝑒!"
+ 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜂!,!" 𝐿! 𝜒!!! 𝐾!!"# 𝐾!!" 𝑒!"#
𝑒!"
|

Where L and K are the nonlinear and linear optical factors, η is the angle between surface z and
input beam propagation direction.
Two pulsed laser beams: infrared and visible, are required to drive a vibrational sumfrequency generation process (VSFG) (Figure 4). When the infrared frequency matches a
vibrational frequency of an interfacial species, the VSFG signal is generated and enhanced which
gives the characteristic information about the molecule. We use a pico-second laser (EKSPLA
PL-4320A) generating a 1064 nm beam to pump a solid-state optical parametric
generator/optical parametric amplifier (OPG/OPA) (Laser Vision Custom Built) that produces
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both a 532-nm visible and a tunable IR (2.5 µm – 5 µm) beam; it is a scanning system. A
nonlinear response only occurs under the condition where high intensity light is interacting with
matter. The short-pulse lasers provide the high peak powers required for nonlinear spectroscopy.
SFG, as most often implemented involves an infrared and a visible photon. The visible and IR
beams (can be either s or p polarized as discussed earlier) are overlapped at the surface at
incident angles of 50° and 60° with respect to surface normal. This is the optical geometry for
polarization analysis as it generally gives the strongest SFG intensity.

Figure 4. A typical experimental arrangement for SFG. Nd:YAG laser generates a 1064
nm beam with 20 ps pulse length that goes to an OPG/OPA box producing a 532 nm
visible beam and a tunable IR beam. Generated SF output is noted by the blue color.
PMT denotes a photomultiplier tube, converts the output SF signal into an electric signal
that goes through a grated integrator and is recorded by computer. The monochromator
acts as a filter separating the sum frequency wavelength from scattered visible and other
ambient light. (https://hymarc.org/capabilities/sum-frequency-generation-vibrationalspectroscopy-sfg/ Accessed on June 27,2017)
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Scalar SFG on water and ammonia/water system
It is of fundamental importance to study the interaction of gas molecule with water at the
interface. It has been suggested that the ammonia and organic amines might help neutralize
H2SO4 forming the nucleus for aerosol formation.23, 24 The surface structure of ammonia water
can play an important role in understanding this process. Previous work has shown that ammonia
molecules are at the interface thus can be detected by SFG.3, 25, 26
The foundation work of scalar SFG spectrum of pure water and ammonia water mixtures is
presented and discussed here. The ammonia peak is in the middle of hydrogen-bonded water
region. The symmetric N-H peak shows interference with the resonances of water. To better
picture the interaction between water and ammonia molecule at the interface, nonlinear
interferometer is a perfect tool to study ammonia/water system especially the hydrogen-bonded
region. This is the major motivation for building an interferometer which the heart of this thesis
(Chapter 2). The resonances can be separated with the Imaginary spectrum obtained from phase
measurement to better understand interaction of the species at the interface; we expect to draw
firm conclusions about the interaction of ammonia with water. The goal is to build a model for
ammonia at the aqueous interface.

Pure water scalar SFG
Before adding ammonia to water, the pure water spectrum was obtained. The pure water
spectrum is shown in Figure 5. Pure water SFG scalar spectrum (ssp) the hydrogen-bonded
region shows a broad feature (3000 cm-1 to 3600 cm-1) in contrast to the sharp free O-H peak at
3710 cm-1. The peak height ratio of free O-H and hydrogen bonded water is about than 2:1 which
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agrees with the literature.27, 28 Because of interference among resonances, the vibrational modes
cannot be easily separated using the scalar spectrum, especially in theohydrogen-bonded region.
Neat Water SFG Spectrum, ssp, 0 C
0.010

0.008

NSF(a.u.)

0.006

3/6/2012

Comment: 30mJ YAG, 2% stability; 2% stability at IR
OPG/OPA/VIS@14/27/40;
IR @ 110uJ @ 3320 cm-1;
3500cm-1 alignment;
0.6mm slit;
2-stage preamp (x25);
PMT @ 0.780kV;
10mV boxcar;
20ns gate;
n=100;
AC>10Hz coupled;
7.5 aliquots of water.
Average of three scans.
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Figure 5. Pure water SFG scalar spectrum (ssp). The sharp peak at 3709 cm-1 is termed a
free-OH in reference to the dangling OH group at the aqueous surface. The remaining
features correspond to hydrogen-bonded water. These resonances are not-yet assigned to
various bonding motifs.

Ammonia water scalar SFG
Aqueous ammonia is studied by scalar SFG. As shown in Figure 6, the spectrum (ssp) of 5%
ammonia/water has a sharp N-H stretch that shows up at around 3300 cm-1. Co-existence of the
free O-H and N-H modes indicates that both molecules are at the interface. The peak ratio of NH stretch and free O-H stretch is approximately 3:1 indicating a strong partitioning of ammonia
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molecules to the water interface. At this concentration, N-H modes and free O-H both have
reasonable SF intensity, so SFG is a suitable technique for studying how ammonia interacts with
water at the interface.

Figure 6. Ammonia water interface SFG scalar spectrum (ssp). The sample was at 0°C.
The ammonia bulk mole fraction is 5%. Note the free-OH from water is present. In
addition, there is a sharp resonance at 3310 cm-1 corresponding the NH3 symmetric
stretch. Note also changes in the hydrogen-bonded water resonances. Separating the
ammonia resonance and the free-OH to determine the surface concentration of these two
moieties is a major motivation for developing the nonlinear interferometer.

In the aqueous ammonia ppp spectrum, some spectral features are apparent despite the noisy
spectrum. A free O-H peak at about 3715 cm-1. Interestingly, at 3490 cm-1, a broad N-H stretch
peak is significantly bluer than the ssp peak. The overall intensity of ppp spectrum is much lower
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compare to the ssp spectrum. This is partly due to the reduced Fresnel and optical factors, partly
due to interfering polarizability elements as shown in equation (8) .

Figure 7. Ammonia water interface SFG scalar spectrum (ppp) The sample was at 0°C.
The ammonia bulk mole fraction is 5%. Note the vertical scale is 10% of that in Figure 6.
There is a signal from the water free-OH, but the NH3 symmetric stretch is absent. The
resonance centered at 3450 cm-1 is likely a convolution of hydrogen-bonded water
resonances, the ammonia antisymmetric stretch, and the ammonia bend overtone.

Polarization angle null (PAN) measurement can obtain data about the orientation of the ammonia
molecule and of the free O-H of water at the interface. Since at 5% mole fraction, both ammonia and free
O-H modes are present and at a reasonably strong intensity, a PAN measurement is done on ammonia
symmetric peak and free O-H. The data consists of 36 measurements with 10-degree interval in SF
analyzer. The polar plots of these two modes are constructed (Figure 8 and Figure 9). The parameters
used for the fitting are shown in Table I. Based on the fitting of the spectrum of water, then additional
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peak of ammonia can be added in at 3325 cm-1. There was extra peak at round 3245 cm-1 need to be added
in to have the better curve fitting. This peak might contribute to the bending overtone of water. These
parameters are used to fit the 36 aqueous ammonia PAN spectra. It has a reasonable fitting in 20 spectra
when the relative intensity of SFG is high. It has a poor fitting in the other 16 spectra. First, the intensity
of these 16 spectra were low, down to the noise level. Second, in the region of 3500 to 3600 cm-1, there
was a hump, it might be from the ppp contribution.
Table I. Water and ammonia/water fitting parameters

Water
1
2
3
4
5

Aq
-58
-17.5
42
-12.2
41

ωq
3000
3180
3458
3709
3980

bandwidth Ammonia/Water
200
1
110
2
120
3
17.5
4
200
5
6
7
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Aq
-51
-41
3.6
5.8
55.5
-10.5
47

ωq
3000
3180
3245
3325
3458
3709
3980

bandwidth
200
110
30
12
120
17.5
200

Figure 8. Ammonia water (5% mole fraction) polar plot at 3325 cm-1 peak: the
polarization of visible is mixed s and p (+45 degree between s and p) (Facing along the
beam propagation direction, counterclockwise rotation is positive). The IR polarization is
p, and the SF polarization starts at p, which is indicated as 0o in the plot. The SF polarizer
is rotated by 10° increments from 0° to 360°. The y-axis is the amplitude as obtained
from the curve fitting the SF spectrum using parameters given in Table I. The null angle
indicates the transverse (χXXZ) and longitudinal (χZZZ) polarizations are in phase.

Figure 9. Ammonia water (5% mole fraction) polar plot at 3709 cm-1 peak (same setting
as in Figure 8). The null angle indicates the transverse (χXXZ) and longitudinal (χZZZ)
polarizations are in phase.

Further analysis of the PAN data is not warranted since peak height analysis is rather crude.
Quantifying ammonia and free-OH water at the surface requires separating their resonances. This
is a prime motivation for developing the nonlinear interferometer. Nonetheless, the data clearly
indicate distinct null angles for the N-H and O-H stretches. The null angle reflects beating of the
longitudinal (χZZZ ) and transverse (χXXZ ) responses.29 The N-H stretch (Figure 8) is nearly
completely tangential while the O-H stretch (Figure 9) has a significant longitudinal component.
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It is conjectured that the free-OH stretch relaxation is completely tangential while the N-H
stretch relaxation has a significant longitudinal component. Since the nonlinear interferometer
can also measure the relaxation (lifetime) in both ssp and ppp polarization, this conjecture can be
tested. Success would demonstrate another significant power of the nonlinear interferometer.

Linear region test:
It is necessary to test for linearity to ensure that the IR and Vis energy do not saturate. As IR
energy increases, with fixed visible energy, SF intensity should increase linearly. As shown in
Figure 10 below, as the IR energy increases, the sum frequency intensity also increase with a
reasonably linear relationship. R2 is in the range of 0.982 to 0.989 with visible setting at 35, 40,
and 45 degree dial reading. (R2 is a statistical measure of how close the data are to the fitted
regression line. The more it is close to 1, the data is more close to line.) It proved that the visible
and IR energy settings fell in the linear region of SF response.
Note: The minimum output visible energy is at 9o and the maximum is at 54o on dial reading.
Visible energy is trigonometric function of dial reading, so that at 40 degree, the energy is closer
to at 45 degree than at 35 degree is to at 40 degree.
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Figure 10. Linear region test: SF intensity vs. IR energy for ammonia water system.
Visible setting 35o (black), 40o (red), and 45o (blue) is the dial reading on the visible
polarizer, which is used to adjust the intensity of the visible beam. The min of output
visible energy is at 9o and the maximum is at 54o on dial reading. Visible energy falls
from parallel polarizer and polarization (54 °) to crossed polarization (9°). The rough
visible output energy is a few hundred micro-joules. Lines are a linear fit; note the
excellent fit for all visible energies. Visible variation is also linear.
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Scalar SFG of tetramethylammonium hydroxide
(TMAH) water
The interaction of molecules at the interface of water has drawn considerable attention due
to its relevance to biological, chemical and atmospheric processes. Sum frequency generation
vibrational spectroscopy is a unique tool to probe these surfaces. Tetramethylammonium
hydroxide (TMAH) is a strong base which dissociates into (CH3)4N+ and OH- in water. Due to
four methyl groups around the nitrogen atom, it is expected that (CH3)4N+ would have a
preference to reside at the surface, which would attract the hydroxide ion to the surface. Study of
this system can add more understanding to how OH- modifies the surface structure of water and
the influences of large cation (CH3)4N+ at water/air interface.
The scalar SFG of TMAH is collected and the results are presented and discussed. In the
TMAH spectrum (Figure 11), enhancement of 3200 cm-1 region indicates modification of the
surface structure of water by tetramethylammonium ions and hydroxide ions. In the literature, it
has been shown that the acidic solutions enhance the 3200 cm-1 peak in water due to the presence
of H3O+ and H2O5+ in the interface which both increases the interfacial depth and orders the
interface.15 The (CH3)4N+ ions seem to have a similar effect on the water structure. However,
there is no distinguished feature in the spectrum that indicates the presence of hydroxide ions.
Literature suggests that hydroxide ion has a vibrational mode at 3634 cm-1.30 There is no obvious
feature at this wavenumber in the spectrum. In addition, despite there are four methyl groups in
TMA ions, there is no hydrocarbon stretch features are shown at the 2800 – 3000 cm-1 region.
This might due to TMA ions are in a symmetric environment, which means the ions do not get to
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the interface. The spectrum also indicates that water free O-H region is not perturbed by the
TMAH.
Aqueous Tetramethylammonium Hydroxide/Air Interface
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Figure 11. Scalar SFG spectrum of aqueous tetramethylammonium hydroxide (TMAH)
interface (ssp). The TMAH bulk mole fraction is 0.2%. The spectrum is normalized to the
IR energy. The ball-and-stick model of the TMA ion and hydroxide ion is presented.
Note modification of the hydrogen-bonded region with the low TMAH concentration.
Note also the lack of features in the CH stretch region.

Scalar SFG of Trimethylamine (TriMA) water
Trimethylamine (TriMA), is a tertiary amine and plays an important role in atmospheric
chemistry and aerosol formation. TriMA is also a good model system to study the interaction of
gaseous molecule with water. When TriMA dissolves in water, it dissociates into (CH3)3NH+ and
OH- ions and molecular TriMA also present in the water. Compare with ammonia/water system,
TriAM has the advantage of having three methyl groups, so hydrocarbon stretch would show up
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at 2800 -3000 cm-1, which is away from the water feature. In ammonia water, N-H stretches are
right in the middle of the water region, so the fitting without phase measurement is difficult as
indicated earlier.
Scalar SFG study is done on the aqueous TriMA. The results of SFG spectra of aqueous
TriMA are presented and discussed here. Although TriMA is miscible with water, it partitions
very strongly to the surface. At 0.2% bulk mole fraction TriMA, the free O-H intensity is almost
zero (Figure 12) compare with the strong free O-H intensity for aqueous TMAH (Figure 11). In
ammonia water, SFG spectrum of 28% bulk mole fraction of ammonia still shows some free O-H
intensity (Figure 13). In TriMA spectrum, there are three distinct peaks in the 2700 – 3000 cm-1
spectral region. Because there are three methyl groups, it is difficult to assign a specific
vibrational mode to each peak. (From the interferometer, the imaginary spectrum is a linear
combination of all the resonances, so that the separation of modes is possible.)
TriMA is near to boiling point at 0 degree Celsius and has a vapor pressure 683 torr, so it is
not surprising that TriMA has a strong preference to reside at the surface. In TriMA, the lone
pair on nitrogen can hydrogen bond with free O-H in the similar way as ammonia in water. The
difference is that the vapor pressure of NH3 at 0 degree Celsius is 111 torr, which is six time less
than TriMA. The size of NH3 is about four times smaller than TMA, so that even at 28% mole
fraction, it still showed some free O-H intensity (Figure 13).
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Figure 12. Scalar SFG of aqueous trimethylamine interface (ssp) The spectrum is
normalized to the IR energy. The ball-and-stick model of the TriMA is presented. The
TriMA bulk mole fraction is 0.2%. Note the significantly different spectrum compared
with that of TMAH; the free-OH is nearly suppressed and there is a significant C-H
intensity.
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Figure 13. Scalar SFG spectrum of ammonia water/air interface scalar spectrum (ssp).
The ammonia bulk mole fraction is 28%. The spectrum is normalized to IR. Even at this
high ammonia concentration, there is a small free-OH resonance. The hydrogen-bonded
region retains significant intensity indicating that water is in the interfacial region.

To get a full picture of the interaction of the TriMA with water at the interface, a series of
TriMA solutions were studied with scalar SFG. At 0.0001 mole fraction (m.f.) aqueous TriMA
solution, the C-H stretch region shows up distinctively in the spectrum (Figure 14). This
indicates a strong partition of TriMA molecules to the water interface. The free-OH intensity
remains the same suggesting that the TMA resides just subsurface or the charge might enhance
the oscillator strength of the free-OH compensating for a diminished intensity.
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Figure 14.Trimethylamine aqueous SFG spectrum (ssp). Mole fraction of TriMA is
0.0001 (in black). In blue is pure water spectrum.
As the bulk concentration of the TriMA increases, the intensity of C-H stretches grows
rapidly as shown in Figure 15 and Figure 16. Scalar SFG results indicate a qualitative view of the
TirMA molecule at the water interface. Since the interference of the peaks, it is difficult to fit the
spectrum, so the phase measurement using nonlinear interferometer is needed to get a full
picture.
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Figure 15. Aqueous TriMA spectra (ssp). Quantitative analysis of these spectra await
interferometric measurements.

Figure 16. Aqueous TriMA spectra (ssp). Quantitative analysis of these spectra await
interferometric measurements.
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As the intensity of C-H region grows rapidly, the free O-H region is greatly suppressed.
However, as the concentration of trimethylamine increases, the free O-H region does not show a
systematic trend of suppression. In contrast, the spectral region after 3750 cm-1 showed a
graduate increase as the TriMA concentration goes up (Figure 17 and Figure 18). When TriMA
has a 0.004 m.f., the greater intensity is observed at around 3750 cm-1. It might due to the strong
interference of free O-H with the other resonances from hydrogen-bonded region. This feature
makes it difficult to determine the concentration at which the trimethylamine completely
suppresses the free-OH at the surface. Again, phase measurement is needed to resolve this issue.

Figure 17. Water free O-H region in aqueous TriMA (ssp). Note the change of shape of the freeOH feature indicating the complex nature of SFG spectra.
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Figure 18. Larger spectral region around the free O-H region for aqueous TriMA (ssp). The
seeming upward drifting base line suggests interference between the broad hydrogen-bonded
features and the sharper free-OH resonance.

Polarization angle null (PAN) results (Figure 19 and Figure 20) indicate that the
orientation of the molecules on the surface do not change with the concentration. The same null
angle is obtained from the concentration range of 0.0007 m.f. to 0.005 m.f. at the resonance at
2788 cm-1, but at the resonance at 2840 cm-1, the different null angle is observed at 0.005 m.f. In
the absence of mode assignments and spectral separation, the reason for these two behaviors is
unknown.
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Figure 19. PAN measurement of TriMA water at 2788 cm-1 (Note: these plots are rotated 90°
relative to the earlier ones!) The null angle indicates in-phase transverse and longitudinal
polarizations.

Figure 20. PAN measurement of TriMA water at 2835 cm-1 The null angle indicates inphase transverse and longitudinal polarizations. Further, the difference between the null
angle in Figure 19 and this indicates that these are distinct modes.
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Chapter 2
Nonlinear Interferometer: Design,
implementation and phase-sensitive sum
frequency measurement
This chapter is mainly based on two papers. The first paper is the initial publication on the
interferometer that appeared in May, 2016.31 This paper announced invention of the instrument
along with initial analysis of the data with an emphasis on calculation of the phase. The second,
currently under review, is a technique paper and shifts to an emphasis on direct production of the
imaginary spectrum. Figures in this chapter are taken from the submitted paper.

Introduction:
Although SFG has become an important spectroscopic technique (Chapter 1), the nonlinear
nature of the intensity spectrum can mask important molecular information in several ways. (a)
SFG intensity is proportional to the square of the number of scatters, so the signal from species
present as a small fraction of a monolayer or from weak resonances are often masked or buried
in the noise. (b) The generated signal is complex (in the mathematical sense). The intensity
spectrum, hereafter referred to as the scalar spectrum, is the square of the (complex) signal
amplitude leading to interferences among resonances and apparent frequency shifts that can be
misleading. Interference is particularly problematic for the resonances with similar vibrational
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energies. (c) The square renders deconvolution into separate resonances non-unique. (d) The sign
of the resonance carries orientation information. The sign is lost due to the square; hence,
molecular orientation information is lost. These issues vanish by measuring the complex signal.
The need to measure the complex signal – frequently referred to either as measurement of
the imaginary part or as a phase-sensitive measurement – has long been recognized. The first
phase-sensitive measurement with the related technique, second harmonic generation (SHG),
from a non-centrosymmetric solid was reported by Bloembergen et al. in 1965.32 Two decades
later (1986) the first SHG phase measurement from a surface was reported 33 soon followed
(1990) by the first SFG phase measurement.34 Despite its importance, the technique was not
widely adopted due to implementation difficulties. Just ten years ago, Shen et al. published a
seminal paper reporting an improved experimental phase-sensitive set-up;35 many research
groups adopted this or a slightly modified procedure (Figure 21).36-45 As is well known, a phase
can only be measured relative to a standard. All current procedures35, 36, 44, 46-49 share the
characteristic of either generating the sample and standard signals sequentially or depositing the
sample on the phase reference.45 Sequential generation is challenged by the requirement for
accurate sample-reference positioning including jitter in the relative positions. Since positioning
accuracy affects phase accuracy and precision, both are limited. Jitter reduces contrast45, 50 hence,
limits sensitivity. Adsorbing the sample on the reference limits application.
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Figure 21. Schematics of experimental setups for phase-sensitive sum-frequency
spectroscopic measurements:(left) collinear and (right) non-collinear beam
geometry.51Left: the visible (in green) beam and IR (in red) beam collinearly overlaps at
the sample, the first SF beam is generated (in yellow), the beam pass through a phase
modulator (PM) then a reference (R), another SF beams is generated in the reference and
interference with the SF generated from the sample. Right: the visible (in green) and IR
beam (in red) overlap at the sample, the first SF beam (in yellow) is generated and pass
through phase modulator (PM), the reflected visible and IR and SF beams refocus on the
reference, a second SF beam is then generated.

To overcome the above-listed limitations, we (It is really a team effort!) designed, built and
implemented a nonlinear interferometer, labeled a SBW (Shultz, Bisson, Wang) interferometer.31
The SBW interferometer is a compound interferometer containing an embedded linear MachZehnder (M-Z) interferometer and independent but phase correlated sample and reference arms.
These two features overcome several limitations. First, the M-Z interferometer enables
interferometric (nm) sample-reference position accuracy. Second, the M-Z interferometer
supports active control ensuring long-term stability of the sample-reference position. Third,
separate sample and reference arms provide flexibility in the choice of reference and it
overcomes limitations related to adsorbing the sample on the phase reference. Since the sample
is physically independent of the reference, phase-sensitive measurements can be done on any
surface probable by SFG. Lastly, the independent arms make it possible to study chemical
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systems containing dispersive optical elements such as windows required with high vapor
pressure samples or a bulk phase in a buried interface. Compensating windows or the burying
bulk merely need to be incorporated into the reference arm.
An octadecyltrichlorosilane (OTS) thin film on a fused silica flat is used as a test system to
demonstrate the SBW interferometer and SFG phase-sensitive, imaginary spectrum measurement.
OTS is chosen because it is a well-studied system using SFG and other techniques39, 52-56 thus has
become a de facto test standard for SFG phase measurement.35, 39, 57, 58 Greater accuracy results in
new information including the non-resonant phase of fused silica relative to z-cut quartz. Weak
resonances, previously detectable only by deuterating the chain, are measurable in the imaginary
spectrum.
The theory and experimental section describes the SBW interferometer layout, major
alignment, phase measurement procedures, and results of nonlinear alignment, stability and
reproducibility. Application to OTS film section describes the results of the phase spectra and
discussion of scalar and imaginary spectrum and the fitting parameters. Description of the active
control, important construction considerations, film preparation, details for determining the
resonance and off resonance phases, setting the operating points, and detailed alignment
procedures can be found in Appendix.

Theory and experimental method
Background: SFG
As described in Chapter 1, an SFG signal is generated when visible and infrared beams
spatially and temporally overlap at the interface. The response, the second-order
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hyperpolarizability, 𝜒!! ,  is resonantly enhanced when one of the input frequencies coincides
with a vibrational resonance, yielding a surface vibrational spectrum. With discrete resonances,
the surface response is35
(9)

(!)

  𝜒!! 𝜔!" = 𝜒!" +

!!

!!
!" !!! !!Γ!

(!)

where 𝜒!" is the non-resonant response, Aq, ωq, and Γq are the oscillator strength, resonant
frequency, and damping coefficient of the qth vibrational mode, respectively. In the case where
vibrational resonances form a band, the sum in equation (9) becomes an integral over the density
of states. The SF intensity is proportional to the absolute square 𝜒!!

!

of the surface response.

Note that the sign of the imaginary part depends on the sign of iΓq in the denominator in equation
(9). There is some controversy concerning the sign;35, 36, 45, 48 the sign has its roots in the Raman
amplitude.59 The sign choice is inconsequential as long as it is stated. We choose the negative
sign because that is the sign used to deduce the “absolute” phase of the standard: right handed zcut quartz oriented with its +x axis in the forward beam propagation direction.
The sum-then-square in the SFG intensity leads to interferences among nearby resonances,
challenging attempts to deconvolute the signal into contributions from distinct species. In
contrast, the imaginary spectrum enables application of a multitude of techniques designed to
separate the response into its components. Hence, there is motivation for an accurate phase
measurement. It is well known that an interferometer is the most accurate instrument for
measuring a phase-sensitive response. However, most interferometer designs are not adaptable to
sum frequency due to the multiple wavelengths involved. The SBW interferometer is a unique
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design featuring separate infrared and visible inputs, interference between the sample and
reference SF signals, and interferometric measurement accuracy.

SBW interferometer optical layout
The SBW interferometer (Figure 22) is inserted into a standard SFG set-up. It intercepts the
incoming IR and visible (Vis) beams, splitting both beams. The IR beam splitter (IR-BS) consists
of a 3-mm thick beam splitter (ISP Optics, calcium fluoride 50/50 beam splitter, 25.4mm x 3 mm)
and a 3-mm thick CaF2 compensating flat (ISP Optics, calcium fluoride window, 25.4mm x 3mm)
to equalize optical path lengths to the sample and to the reference.

Figure 22. SBW SFG nonlinear interferometer layout: IR-BS is an infrared beam splitter;
Vis-BS is a visible beam splitter; BC is a beam combiner; R is the reference; S is the
sample. ω1, ω2, ωSF(R), ωSF(S) are the visible, infrared, sum frequency from reference and
sum frequency from sample respectively. A, B, C, D, E and F reference the optical path
length of the interferometer arms. I and II refer to optical beams detected at detectors I
and II respectively. The reference arm consists of paths A, B, and E; the sample arm
consists of paths C, D, and F.
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Due to the input angle, the infrared is split approximately 7:1, transmitted vs reflected
intensity. The visible beam splitter (Vis-BS) and the SF combiner (BC) each consist of a
nonpolarizing cube beam splitter (Thorlabs, 25.4 mm 50/50 vis beam splitters; BK7; 400-700nm).
One part of each split input beam is directed to the sample (S) and the other part to the reference
(R). Two sum frequency signals (ωSF(R) and ωSF(S)) are simultaneously generated within the
interferometer then combined at the beam combiner (BC). Interference occurs at the beam
combiner interface. The signal directed to channel I is the complement of that to channel II; e.g.
when channel I is constructive, channel II is destructive. All optical mounts are low-drift mirror
mounts (Newport, suprema XTE Low Drift Mirror Mounts) to support stable path lengths (A-F).
The Suprema's stainless steel alloy has a low coefficient of thermal expansion, so it is less
sensitive to change in temperatures and has long-term alignment stability. Every Suprema mount
is heat treated as part of the fabrication process, so it relieves the buildup of fabrication stresses
which improves the overall stability of the mount.
Separating the sample and reference provides considerable flexibility to keep the two
intensities comparable thereby maximizing the interferometric range. In the reported work, the
infrared splitting ratio is ~7:1, the visible ~1:1 and the reference is z-cut quartz. At the strongest
resonance, the z-cut quartz to sample intensity ratio is ~10:1. Weak sample resonances are not
swamped by a large reference signal, thus enabling determination of both the off-resonance
sample phase relative to that of the reference and detection of weak resonances.

Operation: positioning and interferometric alignment
Stable positioning is essential for interferometer operation and a phase-sensitive
measurement. Accordingly, ultra-low-drift optical mounts are used. For the purposes of
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describing optic adjustment, the probe plane is defined by the sample and the beam splitter
surface normal. The out-of-plane angle is referred to as the roll angle, φ; the angle between the
surface normal of paired optics: the beam splitter and beam combiner or the sample and
reference is termed the tilt angle, θ. Tilt and roll angles are driven by piezo inertia actuators
(Thorlabs model PIA13) except the reference, which has 254 TPI angular actuators and
100µ/turn Z actuator. Translation in the beam plane from sample to reference – called the Z
position – for the Vis-BS, BC and sample are controlled by piezoelectric chips (75 V
Piezoelectric Stacks PK2FVP2 Thorlabs in mechanical series with stepper actuators, Thorlabs
ZFS25B). Optical paths (Figure 22) A-D constitute an embedded linear M-Z interferometer. A
HeNe (633 nm) laser beam, coupled in with the visible beam, traverses the M-Z interferometer
providing a tracker beam signal for active control.
A key consequence of using an interferometer for SFG phase measurement is that position
of the optics can be controlled with interferometric accuracy. Balance in the SBW interferometer
requires that paired optical paths: paths A and C, paths B and D, and paths E and F are the same
length. Balance is accomplished in two stages: the linear, M-Z interferometer is balanced using
two alignment lasers plus a white-light beam. Thus, at balance the combined path A+B is the
same length as that of C+D. In the second phase, the SBW interferometer is balanced using sum
frequency from two identical materials in sample and reference positions ensuring that lengths
E+B are equal to that of F+D within the sum frequency band.
The M-Z interferometer (linear interferometer) is aligned using a HeNe beam expanded to
15 mm to facilitate fringe observation. The HeNe beam couples into the interferometer along
with the visible beam from the upper-left via Vis-BS (Figure 22). A white-light beam couples in
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from the lower-left via the Vis-BS. A green diode laser beam follows the same path as the whitelight beam. Initial geometric alignment likely produces interference fringes in both red and green
beams. (If not, beams are not overlapping at the combiner: return to geometric alignment.)
Generally, the fringes have neither the same orientation (s or p is with respect to the probe plane)
nor the same spacing (fringe distance), indicating that the surface normal of the four optics: visBS, S, R, and BC are neither coplanar (non-s fringe orientation) nor parallel (fringe spacing)
(Figure 23).

Figure 23. Photograph of typical fringes produced by red HeNe and green diode laser
beams. The fringe patterns can be viewed anywhere that is convenient past the combiner.
Those pictured here were viewed in Channel II approximately 5 cm past the combiner;
diameter is ~15 mm.
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Note that neither the alignment laser color nor the entrance direction is important, but the
divergences of the two beams must differ. The reference and the combiner surface normal are
each brought into the probe plane by adjusting φ to simultaneously generate s-oriented fringes in
both colored beams. The reference and combiner θ angles are then adjusted to reduce the number
of s-oriented fringes. With few s-oriented fringes, the reference and the combiner surface normal
are both in the in the probe plane; the combiner normal is nearly parallel to that of the beam
splitter and the reference normal is nearly parallel to that of the sample. Addition of white light is
essential to ensure equal path lengths: A+B = C+D. A few s-oriented fringes are retained to aid
with white-light balancing: white light interference is found by scanning the BC Z position.
(Fringes can be faint due to the remaining tilt.) Center the constructive white light fringe on the
destructive HeNe fringe (Figure 24), then eliminate remaining fringes. At balance, path length

Figure 24. HeNe (left) and white-light (right) fringes alternately viewed on the
same card. The grid spacing, used for alignment purpose, is 1.55 mm. Aligning
the central constructive white-light fringe at the HeNe destructive fringe
balances the M-Z interferometer. The central or zeroth order white-light fringe
is identified by the mirror image color fringe pattern. The fringe patterns can
be viewed anywhere that is convenient past the combiner. These are viewed in
Channel II approximately 5 cm past the combiner.
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A+B is equal to that of C+D (Details in Appendix), all surface normal are in the probe plane, and
the surface normal of paired optics are parallel.
Tracker interference intensity (intensity at Channel I) is a sinusoidal function of the BC Z
position supporting active stabilization using a PID (proportional–integral–derivative) algorithm.
The PID operates most stably on the positive slope and at the midpoint of the sin curve; this
point is termed the operating point. The interferometer is adjusted to the operating point by
moving the beam combiner down one quarter wavelength (Figure 25).

Figure 25. Tracker intensity as a function of BC Z position (The Z position is adjusted
with a stepper motor; position is referenced to the HeNe wavelength). Stability is
maximized by setting the tracker interference operating point to the rising midpoint of the
interferogram.
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Active control maintains the relative sample-reference optical path lengths, thereby ensuring
stability of the interferometer despite changes in temperature or other disturbances. Temperature
variations as small as one degree Celsius easily shifts interference intensity from the maximum
to the minimum. (See Appendix) Such temperature variations occur on the order of a minute if
the enclosure is open, about five minutes if it is closed.
The SBW interferometer is balanced using sum frequency interference. Two identical
materials installed in the sample and reference positions ensure that the relative phase difference
is zero. (For clarity, the surface in the sample position is called a surrogate sample.) Imbalance in
path lengths E and F or B and D produces fringes in the frequency domain. The number of
frequency domain fringes, n, is
(10)

n = (F-E)ωIR,blue - ωIR,red) + (D-B)(ωSF,blue - ωSF,red)

where ω is the frequency of the relevant beam at the red or blue end of the scan range. (See
Appendix for details.) Reduction of frequency domain fringes requires adjusting the IR beam
splitter. Tuning across the SF band is analogous to white-light used in balancing the M-Z
interferometer. Absence of fringes across the tuning band ensures that the SBW interferometer is
balanced.
As indicated above, phase is measured relative to a standard. Currently, the phase
standard of choice is z-cut quartz oriented with the +x axis in the forward propagation direction
(+X laboratory frame). In this orientation, the phase of z-cut quartz is -90°. (The phase of this
“absolute phase” reference is determined somewhat circularly assuming the phase of the terminal
CH3 group of an alkyl chain pointing out of the surface has a negative phase.45) Thus, at balance
the interference spectrum produces the sample Im spectrum (see section Phase-sensitive
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measurement below). Producing the Re spectrum involves shifting the SBW interferometer by 90°. This shift is introduced by translating the visible BS downward (increasing path-length A,
reducing path-length C) while maintaining M-Z balance (lengths A+B equal to lengths C+D) via
active control (Figure 25). (See Appendix)
Following alignment, the surrogate sample is replaced by the sample. Accurate phase
measurement relative to the reference requires that the sample surface is located in the same
position as the surrogate sample surface. This is achieved using the M-Z interferometer: recover
white light interference by adjusting only the sample (details in Appendix). This is one of the
critical functions of the embedded M-Z interferometer.

Phase-sensitive measurement
The phase-sensitive spectrum can be determined in either a single- or a dual-channel
method. Data presented here uses the single-channel method (the dual-channel approach is
described in supplemental material). In single channel measurement, two scans are needed: a
sample scalar and an interference scan (the reference scalar spectrum, IR, is collected during
alignment). The reference scalar spectrum is
(11)
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!
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!
where rIR (rBS) is the reflection coefficient for the infrared (visible) beam splitter, 𝐹!!"
is the
(!)

combined nonlinear and linear optical constants of the reference, 𝜒! is the reference second
order susceptibility, and IIR (Ivis) is the input infrared (visible) intensity. Note specifically the
driving field intensities; the sample scalar spectrum is normalized by the reference scalar
spectrum to remove the infrared (and visible) profile. This procedure depends on a smooth and
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near constant reference response. Thus, z-cut quartz is the current standard of choice. The sample
scalar spectrum is thus scaled by optical constants:
(!) !
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where t denotes the transmission coefficient for the designated optic, r the reflection coefficient,
(!)

!
𝐹!!"
the combined nonlinear and linear optical constants for the sample, 𝜒!

!

the absolute

square of the sample nonlinear susceptibility. The normalized (normalized by the reference
scalar spectrum) interference intensity is thus
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where δS (δR) is the sample (reference) phase. Application of the sum angle formula and
substitution of -90° for the reference phase results in
(!) !
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Thus, subtraction of 1+ the normalized sample scalar spectrum yields the scaled Im spectrum.
The Im spectrum is connected to the molecular resonances via equation (9). Note that
equation (9) is a linear combination of Lorentzian resonances that differs from IR absorption or
Raman scattering due to allowing negative amplitude. Negative amplitude corresponds to the
dynamic dipole pointing out of the surface.
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Results and discussion
Critical aspects of the SBW interferometer design are discussed here including detecting
frequency domain fringes and demonstrating stability. Data from an OTS film demonstrates
application of the interferometer.

Frequency domain fringes
As indicated above, the infrared phase modulates the sum frequency phase, so if the optical

Figure 26. Three undesirable SF frequency domain fringes from 2800
cm-1 to 3200 cm-1. The ChI SF signal is plotted in blue ChII in red.
Silver mirrors are used at sample and reference positions. Polarization:
ppp.
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paths E and F or B and D are not the same length, the SF interference may vary from
constructive through destructive through the tuning band. For example, Figure 26 shows about
three SF fringes from 2800 cm-1 to 3200 cm-1. This variation is referred to as tuning fringes;
deducing the phase is challenging in the presence of tuning fringes. Figure 27 indicates that as
the E-F path length difference increases, the number of fringes increases linearly, consistent with
equation (10). Z translation of the IR BS reduces the SF frequency domain fringes to zero
(Figure 28). Observe that ChI and ChII are complementary: when one is constructive the other is
destructive.

Figure 27. Number of SF fringe in the frequency domain (2800-3200 cm-1) vs. IR BS Z
(Z position measured with stepper (ThorLabs model ZST213) actuator. Silver mirrors are
used at sample and reference positions. Polarization: ppp.
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Figure 28. Zero SF frequency domain fringes from 2800 cm-1 to 3200
cm-1. Plot in blue is ChI SF signal and plot in red is ChII SF signal.
Silver mirrors are used at sample and reference positions. Polarization:
ppp.

Stability
Interferometer stability is crucial for accurate phase-sensitive measurements. Due to the
wavelength of the SF signal, stability in the nanometer range is required. Optical surface
positions can easily drift by hundreds of nm due to temperature changes or air currents. Passive
stabilization is provided by use of ultra-stable optical mounts and careful design to minimize
expansion along Z. (See Appendix) Nonetheless, interference can easily shift from constructive
to destructive over minutes. Including active control stabilizes the interferometer over weeks;
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Figure 29. SF interference stability: SF intensity vs time. Plot in blue is
ChI signal and plot in red is ChII signal. Silver mirrors are used at
sample and reference positions. Polarization: ppp.

Figure 29 shows typical data over hours. Further evidence of long term interferometer stability is
shown by reproducibility of spectra separated by six days (Figure 30).
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Figure 30. Channel I interference intensity for OTS vs. z-cut quartz.
SF interference scan on Day 1 (blue-four scan average with error bars)
and on Day 6 (red) overlay demonstrating reproducibility and
interferometer stability. Polarization: ssp.
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OTS intensity and phase-sensitive spectra
To demonstrate complex sum frequency signal determination, the SBW interferometer is
applied to an OTS film on fused silica. OTS films have become the de facto test surface for
phase measurement;6, 35, 39, 58, 60, 61 greater phase sensitivity enables identification of resonances
due to the α-methylene stretches as well as features due to gauche defects in a normal OTS film.
Spectra and peak identification are discussed in this section.
The SBW interferometer is uniquely suited for measuring the off-resonant sample phase
relative to the reference. Tune to an off-resonance frequency and Z-scan the beam combiner. (In
principle, the phase of all resonant peaks could be determined with such a scan; in practice this is
a very inefficient method.) For an OTS film versus z-cut quartz, the relative phase (sample
minus reference) is -90° (See Appendix); so, the off-resonance sample phase is -180°.
In the single-channel method, two scans are needed. In one scan, the reference is blocked to
obtain the sample intensity, or scalar spectrum, that is then normalized to the scalar spectrum of
the phase reference (Figure 31, lower). Normalization removes the imprint of the infrared
intensity profile. Consistent with previous reports,35, 39 the intensity spectrum shows two major
peaks at around 2875 cm-1 and 2935 cm-1. These have previously been assigned to the methyl
symmetric stretch and a Fermi-resonance between the symmetric stretch and the bend of the
terminal methyl group. However, there are likely additional modes since the numerous reports of
OTS film scalar spectra in the literature35, 36, 39, 53, 62, 63 all show the two major features but with
various intensity ratios. Understanding this variation is one of the motivations for collecting the
phase-sensitive spectrum.
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Figure 31. OTS film scalar and phase-sensitive (proportional to the imaginary part)
spectra. The scalar spectrum (green circles) clearly shows strong resonances at about
2875 cm-1 and 2935 cm-1. The phase-sensitive spectrum (blue half circles) clearly shows
additional resonances. It is well fit (red line) with seven resonances (indicated with red
arrows; arrow direction indicates the sign of the amplitude). Polarization: ssp.
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The phase-sensitive spectrum is determined by an interference scan. The interference scan,
equation (14), consists of an offset (1+normalized scalar) minus the scaled Im spectrum. The
resulting phase-sensitive spectrum is shown in the upper part of Figure 31. The imaginary
spectrum is zero beyond the resonances since the off-resonance phase is -180°. Figure 31 also
shows the result of fitting the imaginary spectrum with seven resonances (indicated with the red

Table II. Amplitude, frequency, bandwidth and proposed assignments for seven identified resonances
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arrows). Arrow direction indicates the sign of the amplitude; negative amplitude indicates that
the transition dipole is pointing out of the surface. Table II lists the amplitude, frequency and
bandwidth for the seven resonances identified by the imaginary spectrum.
The imaginary spectrum reveals several resonances in addition to the two main peaks that
are apparent in the scalar spectrum. Here we focus on how these are manifest in the imaginary
spectrum. The peak at 2854 cm-1, previously assigned to gauche defects, is revealed by the small
bump on the low frequency side of the CH3(ss) centered at 2875 cm-1. The feature at 2887 cm-1
shows as the sharp drop, an asymmetry in the Lorentzian, on the high frequency side of the
CH3(ss). It has the opposite sign of the feature at 2911 cm-1 that shows as a dip on the low
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frequency side of the prominent peak at 2934 cm-1. The feature at 2911cm-1 is more obvious than
that at 2887 cm-1 since the 2911 cm-1 feature is 23 cm-1 removed from the major peak while the
2887 cm-1 feature is only 12 cm-1 from the even larger nearby feature.
The two weaker features at 2911 cm-1 and 2887cm-1 have not been reported by other groups
for ordinary OTS on fused silica. However, peak assignment is aided by the report by Ye et. al 39
for the spectrum of d35-OTS in which only the α-CH2 group remains protonated. The decoupled
α-CH2 has two resonances: 2884 cm-1 (dominant) and 2933 cm-1(weaker); these have opposite
phases since these two modes are orthogonal. In both the deuterated and the fully protonated film,
the α-CH2(ss) resonance has positive amplitude indicating that the transition dipole points into
the surface. We tentatively assign the 2911 cm-1 in the fully hydrogenated film to the α-CH2(as).
Frequency shift relative to the deuterated chain suggest that coupling present in the fully
hydrogenated chain mixes resonances resulting in a shift.
The dominant feature at 2934 cm-1 has most often been assigned to the CH3 bend
overtone that gains oscillator strength due to mixing with the CH3 symmetric stretch. The
imaginary spectrum is consistent with this assignment: to mix via Fermi resonance the mode
must have the same symmetry as the symmetric stretch. This rules out assignment to a CH3
antisymmetric stretch. Thus, consistent with other authors, we assign the 2934 cm-1 feature to the
CH3 bend overtone-symmetric stretch Fermi resonance.
The weaker, broader features at 2956 cm-1 and 2992 cm-1 both have opposite phase from the
dominant CH3(ss) and the CH3(FR). An extensive investigation by Quast63 including DFT
calculations indicate that these are both CH3(as). The doubly degenerate CH3(as) is split due to
the environment and lack of free rotation about the CH3 symmetry axis. We thus assign the
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features at 2956 cm-1 and 2992 cm-1 to the CH3 antisymmetric stretch that is split by the
environment. Confidence in fitting the spectrum makes it possible to quantitatively probe surface
molecular configuration due film water content.

Summary and future directions:
We have designed and implemented a nonlinear interferometer containing an embedded
linear Mach-Zehnder (M-Z) interferometer. The compound interferometer, dubbed a ShultzBisson-Wang (SBW) interferometer, is described along with important alignment steps. The
embedded M-Z not only enables reliable and reproducible sample positioning following
alignment, it also provides an active stabilization signal via an injected tracker beam. Reliable
sample positioning enables determination of the off-resonance-sample phase relative to that of
the reference. Active stabilization ensures both phase accuracy and good contrast.
There are several advantages of separating the sample and reference arms. The reference
material and the excitation splitting ratios can be chosen to balance the sample and reference SF
intensities enabling identification of weak resonances as well as the off-resonance sample phase
relative to that of the reference. In addition, dispersive elements such as sample cell windows
and substrates used in “backside attack” measurements are easily accommodated by simply
including compensating elements in the reference arm. This enables measurement of chemical
systems with high vapor pressure i.e. in an enclosed cell or exposure of films to vapor-phase
reactants.
The current report applies the SBW interferometer in a scanning or psec system. A pilot test
suggests that it can also drop into an ultrafast or broadband system. Temporal overlap is less
forgiving in ultrafast systems. Slight timing mismatch in scanning systems merely diminishes
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contrast; in ultrafast systems timing mismatch at the combiner is convoluted with spectral
interference at the detector. Methods to address timing issues will be addressed in a future
publication.
The SBW interferometer is demonstrated with measurement of the phase spectrum of OTS.
Enhanced phase accuracy enables identification of features due to the α-CH2 stretch in the fully
protonated film.
In the future, phase measurement to ammonia/water system can be applied. This is also one
of the motivations for building a non-linear interferometer. Scalar SFG cannot provide sufficient
information if we want to obtain quantitatively information about interaction of ammonia and
water at interface (See Chapter 1). With accurate phase measurement, individual resonances can
be identified and separated. As the concentration of ammonia increase in the bulk, free O-H of
water is decreased. A titration curve of ammonia to water can be constructed. Another similar
molecule is trimethylamine (TriMA), which is also an environmentally relevant species. Scalar
SFG of TriAM indicates a strong surface permeation due to three methyl groups (See Chapter 1).
Due to resonance interference, interference measurement is necessary to further separate the
modes.
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Appendix
Appendix is included to aid addition of the SBW interferometer to existing SFG set-ups. It
includes construction considerations, alignment details, off-resonance phase determination,
sample preparation, and extension to dual channel operation.

Construction Considerations
The interferometer is passively stabilized by careful choice of construction of materials and
geometry. For the current report, the interferometer was enclosed with ¾” semi-rigid home
building insulation having aluminum foil surfaces. The enclosure is not air tight, but reduces
temperature variation by about a factor of 100 from +/- 2 oC to +/- 0.02 oC even without active
temperature control. “Ultra-stable” grade optical mounts are used whenever possible. This class
of optical mounts is made from low thermal expansion, vibration damping stainless steel. Very
low expansion alloys (i.e., Invar) are used in strategic locations (e.g. post holder fork bases) to
minimize thermal effects. Finally, the instrument is constructed with a careful eye on symmetry
and orientation. For example, fork post holder bases are made of Invar® and oriented in such a
way that thermal expansion moves the optic parallel to its face to minimize path length changes.
Since the interferometer is destined to measure liquid surfaces, it is mounted vertically on a back
plane (Aluminum Breadboard, Thorlabs MB18) with 1.5-inch stainless steel posts. Stability
would be even better if mounted horizontally.
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Key Alignment Details
Overlap
Phase contrast is maximized when the sample and reference beams completely overlap. The
extent of overlap is determined during set up via an optical overlap factor, M: 0 ≤ M ≤ 1. Overlap
is determined via monitoring the interference intensity, I(ChI), as a function of BC Z position. It
is calculated as the ratio of the measured interference range (Max I(ChI) - Min I(ChI)) to that of
perfect overlap:
(15)

𝑴=

𝐌𝐚𝐱  𝑰(𝐂𝐡𝐈)  !  𝐌𝐢𝐧  𝑰(𝐂𝐡𝐈)
𝟒∗ 𝐈(𝐂𝐡𝐈)𝐑 ×𝐈(𝐂𝐡𝐈)𝐒

where I(ChI)R is the channel I SF signal intensity with the sample arm blocked and I(ChI)S is the
channel I SF signal intensity with the reference arm blocked. Typical values are ≥ 0.8.

Active control system
A LabVIEW program implementing a PID algorithm controls the Z-axis position of the
beam combiner via a piezo-electric actuator. Moving the beam combiner up and down (at the
nanometer scale) changes the relative path length of the two arms (A+B and C+D) of the
interferometer. The tracker beam intensity is monitored on channels I and II using an energy
meter (Newport 2936-R) and photo detectors (Model 818). Disturbances such as that due to a
small change in temperature, alters the intensity distribution between the channels. Signals to the
photodetectors are picked off channels I and II with a dichroic inserted in the line, close to the
combiner at a mechanically convenient position. The PID accepts the varying interference
intensity, compares it to a set point and produces a new output feedback signal to a piezo electric
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actuator, which then moves the Z-position of the beam combiner to re-balance the arms of the
interferometer.
For the present report, the tracker signal is supplied by a HeNe beam. The sum of the tracker
signals from channels I, I(ChI)T, and II, I(ChII)T, is independent of interference. The sum thus
serves to eliminate variations due to laser fluctuations.
The arms are adjusted so that both channels are at midrange: (A+B + λ/4 = C+D). Thus, the
difference is at midrange and on a positive slope (sample – reference). If the beam splitter and
combiner are close to 50:50 t:r at the tracker wavelength the normalized difference signal
(16)

   =

𝑰 𝐂𝐡𝐈 𝐓
𝑰 𝐂𝐡𝐈 𝐓 !𝑰(𝐂𝐡𝐈𝐈)𝐓

is set to 0.5.

Tuning Fringes
The SFG polarization is given by:
(17)

𝑷𝑺𝑭 = 𝝌(𝟐) : 𝑬𝟏 ∙ 𝑬𝟐

The driving fields, 𝐸! and 𝐸! , are harmonic:
𝑬𝟏 ∙ 𝑬𝟐 = 𝑬𝑰𝑹 𝑬𝒗𝒊𝒔 𝐜𝐨𝐬(𝝎𝒗𝒊𝒔 𝒕 + 𝝋𝐨𝒗𝒊𝒔 ) 𝐜𝐨𝐬(𝝎𝑰𝑹 𝒕 + 𝝋𝐨𝑰𝑹 )

(18)

!
!
where ωvis (ωIR) is the visible (infrared) frequency, 𝜑!"#
(𝜑!"
) is the initial phase of the visible

(infrared). By the cos sum rule:
( 19)

𝑷𝑺𝑭 =

𝑬𝑰𝑹 𝑬𝒗𝒊𝒔
𝟐

𝐜𝐨𝐬 𝝎𝒗𝒊𝒔 𝒕 + 𝝎𝑰𝑹 𝒕 + 𝝋𝐨𝒗𝒊𝒔 + 𝝋𝐨𝑰𝑹 + 𝐜𝐨𝐬(𝝎𝒗𝒊𝒔 𝒕 − 𝝎𝑰𝑹 𝒕 + 𝝋𝐨𝒗𝒊𝒔 − 𝝋𝐨𝑰𝑹 )

The first of these is the sum frequency, the second is the difference frequency.
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The key to analyzing the SF phase difference lies in tracing the infrared and visible
phases to their respective splitters where the phase difference is zero plus the phase evolution
over the path lengths. The phase difference, ∆SFδ (in radians), is
( 20)

∆SFδ(λ) =𝝋𝐨𝒗𝒊𝒔 𝒗𝒊𝒔𝑩𝑺 +   

𝟐𝝅𝑪
𝝀𝒗𝒊𝒔

+ 𝝋𝐨𝑰𝑹 𝑰𝑹𝑩𝑺 +   
  

𝟐𝝅𝑭
𝝀𝑰𝑹

𝟐𝝅𝑬
𝝀𝑰𝑹

−   

+   

𝟐𝝅𝑫
𝝀𝑺𝑭

− 𝝋𝐨𝒗𝒊𝒔 𝒗𝒊𝒔𝑩𝑺 −   

𝟐𝝅𝑨
𝝀𝒗𝒊𝒔

− 𝝋𝐨𝑰𝑹 𝑰𝑹𝑩𝑺 −

𝟐𝝅𝑩
𝝀𝑺𝑭

where λ the wavelength of the corresponding beam and A-F refers to the length of the
corresponding arm,
∆SF𝛿(𝜆)    =

!!(!!!)
!!"#

+   

!!(!!!)
!!"

+   

!!(!!!)
!!"

To eliminate tuning fringes, the SF phase difference at the blue and red ends (and all
wavelengths in between) must be equal.
( 21)

0= ∆𝑺𝑭𝜹 𝒃𝒍𝒖𝒆 − ∆𝑺𝑭𝜹 𝒓𝒆𝒅 =

=   

𝟐𝝅 𝑪!𝑨
𝝀𝒗𝒊𝒔

+   

𝟐𝝅 𝑭!𝑬
𝝀𝑰𝑹𝒃𝒍𝒖𝒆

+   

𝟐𝝅 𝑫!𝑩
𝝀𝑺𝑭𝒃𝒍𝒖𝒆

−

𝟐𝝅 𝑪!𝑨
𝝀𝒗𝒊𝒔

−   

𝟐𝝅 𝑭!𝑬
𝝀𝑰𝑹𝒓𝒆𝒅

−   

𝟐𝝅(𝑫!𝑩)
𝝀𝑺𝑭𝒓𝒆𝒅

2𝜋 𝐹 − 𝐸
2𝜋 𝐷 − 𝐵
2𝜋 𝐹 − 𝐸
2𝜋(𝐷 − 𝐵)
+   
−   
−   
𝜆!"#$%&
𝜆!"#$%&
𝜆!"#$%
𝜆!"#$%

Hence
(22)

= 𝑫−𝑩

𝑭 − 𝑬      =      𝑫 − 𝑩

𝟏
𝟏
!
𝝀𝑺𝑭𝒓𝒆𝒅 𝝀𝑺𝑭𝒃𝒍𝒖𝒆
𝟏
𝟏
  !
𝝀𝑰𝑹𝒃𝒍𝒖𝒆 𝝀𝑰𝑹𝒓𝒆𝒅

𝝎𝑰𝑹𝒃𝒍𝒖𝒆 + 𝝎𝒗𝒊𝒔 − 𝝎𝑰𝑹𝒓𝒆𝒅 − 𝝎𝒗𝒊𝒔
= 𝑫−𝑩
𝝎𝑰𝑹𝒃𝒍𝒖𝒆 − 𝝎𝑰𝑹𝒓𝒆𝒅

So, the IR path-length difference compensates for any SF path-length difference. As indicated in
the main text, tuning fringes are eliminated by adjusting the Z position of the IR BS to
compensate for any B-D path difference.
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Sample Installation:
To ensure phase accuracy, the sample of interest must be installed in the same position as
the surrogate sample position to nm accuracy. White light and tracker beam interferences in the
embedded M-Z interferometer, as described in the main text, are recovered adjusting only
sample tilt, roll and Z. The only requirement is that the sample reflects at least a portion of the
tracker and white-light beams.
The thickness of the substrate (if it is transparent to visible light) is important. If the
backside of the substrate is ground producing a diffuse reflectance, the substrate may be quite
thin. On the other hand, if the back side of the substrate must be reflective, the substrate should
be relatively thick (several mm or more) to avoid unwanted interference between front-side and
back-side reflections. For example, a ‘backside-attack’ experiment (i.e., buried interface) is
facilitated by narrowing the tracker HeNe beam diameter to avoid front-back interference
thereby facilitating active control. The white light beam should also be narrowed.

SFG operating point
To produce the imaginary spectrum, the reference phase plus any instrument phase is set
to -90°. During set up, the surrogate sample and the reference are the same material, so the -90°
arises due to shifting the BS down while under active control thereby maintaining lengths A+B +
λHeNe/4 = lengths C+D. Since the sample and the reference are the same material, their phase
difference is zero; the λHeNe/4 path length difference nets the imaginary part. If the sample phase
differs from that of the surrogate sample (very likely), then the SF operating point needs to shift
using a coordinated BS-BC shift. Coordination is provided by the active feedback system. Thus,
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if the visible beam splitter is shifted downward; active feedback shifts the BC upward. For single
channel operation, shift until the channel I SF signal is at midrange. For dual channel operation,
the target depends on the sample versus reference intensity:
(23)

   =

𝑰 𝐂𝐡𝐈 !𝑰(𝐂𝐡𝐈𝐈)
𝑰 𝐂𝐡𝐈 !𝑰(𝐂𝐡𝐈𝐈)

Balanced intensities result in an SF operating point (∆/∑) equal to zero. Unequal intensities shift
the set point positive if I(ChI) > I(Ch2) and conversely.

Off-resonance scan
A unique feature of the SBW interferometer is the ability to determine the off-resonance sample
phase. As indicated above, with the reference and surrogate sample (identical materials) installed
(zero phase difference), a -90° instrument phase is introduced to obtain the imaginary spectrum.
The off-resonance sample phase likely differs from that of the surrogate sample. The difference
is revealed via a beam combiner Z scan. For example, 2800 cm-1 is off-resonance for OTS on
fused silica. Alignment set the instrument phase at -90°; Figure 32 shows that the sample minus
reference plus instrument phase is -180°. Since the instrument phase is -90°, the sample phase is
-90° relative to the z-cut quartz reference. The “absolute phase” of the z-cut reference is -90°,
hence the absolute, off-resonance sample phase is -180° for fused silica.
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Figure 32. Channel I SF interference intensity as a function of BC Z position – labeled with HeNe
wavelength. The red vertical line is the calibration operating point; -90° (λHeNe/4) for reference and
surrogate sample. The data show that the OTS sample versus reference phase is -180° indicating that the
sample phase is -90° relative to the reference. The z-cut quartz reference phase is -90°, so the sample
phase is -180°. Red half-circles are the SF intensity; the red line is a sine fit. The IR is at 2800 cm-1, off
resonance for OTS on fused silica.

Sample Preparation
Z-cut quartz
Z-cut quartz (5 mm thick, 1 inch in diameter, Knight Optical) was cleaned by soaking in
sulfuric acid overnight followed by water, chloroform, acetone, methanol rinses. Surface flatness
is about λ/2 (λ = 633 nm). The positive x-axis is determined by x-ray from manufacture.

OTS film preparation
The OTS film is prepared following the procedure of Messmer et al;62 this procedure uses a
water-saturated solvent. All glassware is cleaned with sulfuric acid. The solvent consists of a 4:1
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(v/v) hexadecane (HD): CCl4; one drop of water is added to 50 mL solvent to water saturate it,
shake well, sit at least overnight. Clean windows with sulfuric acid. Rinse windows with copious
amounts of 18 MΩ water (Barnstead GenPure Pro with real-time resistivity monitoring); dry
with dry N2, and heat to 80 °C for short time. Store in 55% RH ≤ 3 hrs. (55% RH environment
consists of a desiccator without desiccant containing a crystalizing dish with a 75wt% glycerolwater solution; temperature ~ 22 °C.)
Thoroughly rinse acid-clean beakers with 18 MΩ water followed by acetone and chloroform.
Dry for at least half an hour at 80 °C; cool for half an hour. Decant solvent into a clean beaker;
add OTS (1.0 mM OTS; 12.5 µL) to 50 mL solvent; immerse windows in solvent in a 55% RH
atmosphere at 22 °C for at least 6 hours. Rinse windows serially with chloroform, acetone,
methanol, water, methanol, acetone and chloroform. Finish by sonicating 1 minute in chloroform
followed by rinsing with acetone, methanol then water. Dry with N2, heat at 80 °C for 3 hours;
cool and store in a 55% RH environment.

Extension: Dual-channel phase measurement
The single channel procedure requires two sample scans - one a scalar SFG spectrum, the
second an interference spectrum - to determine the imaginary spectrum. The imaginary spectrum
can be determined in a single scan using a dual-channel method. The disadvantage of the dual
channel method is that it requires two, balanced detection arms. It is unlikely that both arms
produce identical responses. A gain factor, g, accommodates the difference. The difference can
be determined during set up; if alignment and electronics do not change, this becomes a
characteristic of the interferometer. The advantage of the dual channel approach is that the
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normalized difference signal immediately reveals the imaginary spectrum and the sum the scalar
spectrum.
The two detection arms can be electronically balanced, or balanced in software. In software,
define a gain factor as the channel II response relative to that from channel I. It is determined
based on the property that the ratio: 𝑟! 𝑡! is independent of the entrance face.
(24)

𝒓𝑪
𝒕𝑪

=

𝑪𝒉𝑰𝑹
𝒈𝑪𝒉𝑰𝑰𝑹

=

𝒈𝑪𝒉𝑰𝑰𝑺
𝑪𝒉𝑰𝑺

Thus,
(25)

  𝑔(𝜔) =   

!"#! !"#!
!"##! !"##!

To bring the channels into balance mathematically, divide the ChII signal by g. In the following,
I(ChII) refers to the intensity at channel II/g. With balanced detection, the normalized sample
scalar and imaginary spectra can both be produced in a single scan. (Note: normalize by the
(!)

!
reference intensity: 𝐼! =    𝑟!" 𝑟!" 𝐹!!"
𝜒!

!

!
𝐼 !" 𝐼 !"# where 𝐹!!"
is the product of the nonlinear and

(!)

linear optical factors and 𝜒! is the reference hyperpolarizability.)
The normalized intensity observed in channel I is:
(26)

𝐼 ChI = 𝑟! + 𝑡! 𝐼!! −

!!

! ! ! ! !
!!!"
! ! !" !"

(!)
!!

! ! !
!!!"
!" !"

(!)

𝜒! sin

Where ISN is the normalized sample scalar intensity:
phase. The channel II intensity is:
(27) 𝐼 ChII =

2𝑀
𝑡𝐶 + 𝑟! 𝐼!! + (2)
𝜒𝑅

! 𝑟 𝑡 𝑡 𝑡
!!!"
𝐶 IR BS
𝐶

! 𝑟 𝑟
!!!"
BS
IR

𝜒(2)
sin
𝑆
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!
!!" !!" !!!"

!
! ! (!)
!!" !!" !!!"
!

(!)

𝜒!

!

and δ is the sample

The sum is 1+ 𝐼!! as required by conservation of energy. The sum produces the normalized
sample scalar spectrum:
(28)

𝐼!" =

!!!
!!

=

!!" !!"

(!) !

!!" !!" !!

(!)

𝜒!

!

The term in curly brackets is a combination of optical constants and the reference scalar
spectrum. If the reference scalar spectrum is nearly constant, this is a scaled scalar spectrum.
(!)

The imaginary spectrum, 𝜒! sin

(29)

!!

= 𝑟! − 𝑡! (1 − 𝐼!! ) −

!!
(!)
!!

, is contained in the normalized difference.

!
!!!"
!! !! !!" !!"
!
!!!"

!!" !!"

(!)

𝜒! sin

!

The normalized difference is the Im spectrum offset by the difference in combiner reflection and
transmission, scaled by optical constants and the nearly constant reference amplitude. Thus, if
the combiner is 50:50 or nearly so, the difference produces the imaginary spectrum.
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Alignment Procedure for Nonlinear Interferometer
Introduction
The alignment procedure occurs in roughly three phases: a ‘setup’ phase, a ‘geometric’
alignment phase and an ‘interferometric’ alignment phase. The setup phase begins with turning
on lasers, starting and configuring the APT User software and continues with the use of the Zscale to put all the various optics in the interferometer in approximately the correct location and
orientation. The geometric alignment phase puts all the relevant lasers and optics in very close
alignment as determined by simple measurements with a laser and targets at carefully measured
positions on the table or set up in 3-space. The interferometric alignment phase puts the system
into a much closer alignment as determined by interferometry. At the end of the interferometric
alignment, the system is ready to begin phase measurement calibration and then on to complex
(vector) SFG measurement.

Setup Phase
•

Start the Nd:YAG Laser and set it for 30mJ/pulse. Ensure better than 2% stability.

•

Set up the OPG/OPA/VIS to 14/30/20 (dial reading) on the OPG pump, OPA pump,
and VIS attenuators respectively. On the OPG/OPA computer (DEAN1), tune the
OPG/OPA to 3500 cm-1. An alternate way is to use Single Point SFG 1.0 software,
which will set the OPG/OPA frequency and tune the monochromator to the
corresponding SF wavelength.

•

Turn on the SF Proxy/Tracker HeNe laser. Move the 1000mm focal length (FL)
converging lens in front of the expanded beam as it enters the interferometer insulated
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box. This is the lens down on the table, just inside the box. This lens gently recompresses the expanded beam to offer a smaller diameter and facilitate the geometric
alignment phase.
•

Turn on the IR proxy HeNe laser and the SF HeNe laser.

•

Turn on the retro green diode laser, and place the 2nd retro redirecting mirror in the SF
beam line (on its kinematic mount) to direct the retro laser back into the box along the
SF beam axis.

**NOTE: Use retro pinhole 1 (just outside the box) as a ‘near’ target and forward SF
pinhole 1 (just inside the box) as a ‘far’ target and align the retro green laser to those
pinholes.
•

On PC dedicated to operating the Thorlabs actuators, start the “APT User” application.
Ensure all installed actuators show up on the display. The “Interferometer Setup”
configuration file should be loaded automatically.

•

For each stepper motor actuator, in turn, verify the “home” indicator is lit. If the
“home” indicator is not lit, “home” the actuator by pressing the “Home/Zero” button
on the control panel for that actuator.

•

The Piezo Inertia Actuators (PIA, or “cricket” actuators) need not be homed, but it
would be helpful to set a zero mark at their current positions. You can do this through
APT user.

•

Return to the Piezo controls on HAL’s bench (stand-alone T-cubes) and set them to
+35 volts. This places them at their midpoint (the range of the voltage is 0 to 75 V)
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and prepares for the VIS Z and BC Z coordinated move in the last step of
interferometric alignment procedure.
•

For each stepper actuator in turn, set them to the distances as outlined in Table III
below:

Table III– Listing of actuator settings for starting positions after the actuator has been zeroed &

homed.
Actuator

Ser. No.

Setting

Comment

Piezo BC z

8185 7566

35.0000

Volts

35.0000

Volts

Piezo VIS z
BC Ɵ

8085 5727

10.2628

mm,

BC φ

8085 5737

10.4837

mm, empirical

BC z

8085 7683

3.0

mm, z = 31.00 cm via z-scale, empirical

Vis z

8085 7783

0.5

mm, z=31.00 cm via z-scale, empirical

IR Ɵ

8085 7681

10.6624

mm,

IR φ

8085 7811

10.0145

mm,

IR z

8085 7728

11.8481

mm, z=31.00 cm via z-scale

SA Ɵ

8085 7736

10.872

mm,

SA φ

8085 7737

10.1955

mm,

SA z

8085 5654

8.3651

mm, z=23.00 cm via z-scale, empirical
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** NOTE: For IR beam splitter, when Z-scale is bumping against IR BS optical mount,
the top surface height should read 28.69 cm to have splitter face at 31.00 cm above the
table.
•

Verify the action of the three “flag actuators”. Two actuators, the “A” arm and the “C”
arm actuators are oriented to block their respective arms in the interferometer. The
third, the “viewing card” actuator should swing freely over to just beyond the beam
combiner, blocking CH2 (the ‘lower’ output beam from the combiner), and making
the interference pattern visible. Place all three flags out of the beam plane at this time.

SUMMARY: At this point, all five optics in the interferometer are mechanically set to
the correct height and are level. All the actuators have been homed and zeroed and are at
the correct extension. All flags are out of the way. You’re ready to begin the geometric
alignment phase using the IR HeNe, SF HeNe, Retro, and Vis lasers.
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Geometric Alignment Phase
In this phase, we seek to refine the alignment of the IR beam splitter and Vis beam splitter optics
using the various lasers, the Z-scale and a bubble level. At the end of this phase, the three
‘forward’ beams: the IR HeNe (and the IR beam by proxy), the Vis beam (the pulsed laser), and
the SF HeNe along with the IR splitter and Vis splitter will be reasonably well aligned.
•

Ensure the Vis beam is aligned properly as it comes out of the OPG/OPA.

•

Set the Vis cropping iris (the first iris along the beam line outside the OPG/OPA box;
Right before N-BK7-50 PCV AR optic) to the 5-mm diameter mark.

•

Make sure the IR pickoff detector is properly positioned and you’re getting
appropriate readings (about 1/7th the actual IR energy.)

•

On the interferometer, dismount the CH2SFRM1 mirror mount (Channel 2, SF
redirecting mirror #1) and viewing card, if it is not already dismounted.

•

On the interferometer, dismount optical mounts at reference and sample positions if
they are not already dismounted. (The actual samples in the mounts do not need to be
removed; for example, the z-cut quartz.) In the interferometer, leave the beam
combiner

•

Bring IR HeNe and IR beams into coaxial alignment. Turn up the IR energy by
turning the dial in the OPG/OPA box to 40. Temporarily mount a lens tube slip ring
(SM2RC optical piece) at the sample position, turned horizontally. Use it as a “shelf”
to hold the LCD paper in the IR beam. Use this as the ‘near’ target and use some LCD
paper held vertically out at about X=28/30 cm on the table as a ‘far’ target. Adjust the
IR HeNe (not the IR beam itself) steering mirrors to put the IR HeNe co-axial with the
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IR beam. Make especially sure the IR HeNe falls in the center of the IR beam at the
sample position. We’ll align the IR beam itself later. (Use near/far and far/near method
due to IR lens.)
TIP: Set the IR for about 70 – 80 µJ (3500 cm-1) at the pickoff so that it is
easier to see the IR beam with the LCD paper. Don’t forget to turn the IR
energy back down when you’re done.
•

The IR splitter and the VIS splitter are assumed to be in place after the Setup Phase.
Verify they are level and at the right height (31cm). (They are adjusted further later in
the procedure)
TIP: For the Vis splitter cube, you can use a long microtome razor blade and
the bubble level to get it pretty close to horizontal with respect to the θ angle.
Gently rest the sharp edge of the razor blade in the groove along the edge of
the cube. You’ll have to hold it there. Then, rest the bubble level on the razor
blade. You should get a very good indication of when the splitter surface is
horizontal in the beam plane. Unfortunately, there’s no good way to pre-set
the cube with respect to φ angle. But, this is easily managed during the
geometric alignment phase.

•

As for the IR splitter, you can just rest the bubble level directly on the mount. Orient
the bubble level s- or p- and adjust appropriately to make the optic level.
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Figure 33. (a) Top: The interferometer set up: IR beam splitter and visible
beam splitter direct IR and visible beams to sample and reference position.
The SF beam is generated at the sample and reference surfaces; these two
combine at the beam combiner. One interference signal goes to Ch1 and the
other goes to Ch2. (b) Bottom: details of interferometer layout

NOTE: The Vis AOI is 50.00°, but the IR AOI has been changed from 60.00°
to 60.70° to allow the IR and Vis splitters to be adjacent without mechanical
conflict. This puts the Vis target at (27.41,0,0), the IR target at (41.00,0,0) on
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the table and the SF HeNe target at (28.92,0,0) on the table with the IR tuned
to 3500 cm-1. Note: the location (0,0,0) is on the table and at the intersection
of the two “X,Y locating gauge blocks”
•

Place the Z-scale ruler in the corner of the X,Y locating gauge blocks. Refer to Figure
34. Make sure the scale is oriented so that the fine (1/2 mm/tick) ruling is in the corner.
Ensure the “upper gauge block” is positioned so that the scale will bump against it.
This ensures the edge of the scale will be on the beam plane.

•

Make sure the SF HeNe is roughly aligned to the near target (0, 0, 23.0) and far target
on table, using SF HeNe directing optics.

•

Use standard methods to ensure the SF HeNe converging lens is placed on-axis and
perpendicular to the beam. Adjust lens so this narrow version of the SF HeNe beam is
roughly aligned to the near target (0, 0, 23.0) and far target on table.

•

More precisely align the SF HeNe to the near target (0, 0, 23.0) and far target on table,
using SF HeNe steering optics. Here the beam should be centered on the beam plane
(half of the “circular beam will be on the ruler and half of the beam will be off the
edge of the z-scale ruler).
**NOTE: In these next few steps we will use the SF HeNe and the IR HeNe to
position a pinhole at the (0,0,23.00) position. This pinhole and selected
targets on the table will be used for further alignment of the various lasers
used in the setup.
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Figure 34 - Z-scale placement. Left: front view; right: top view (Hand drawn by Dr.
Bisson.)

•

With the Z-scale in place, align the (transmitted) IR using the IR HeNe to the very
edge of the Z-scale on the Z = 23.0 cm (37.00 cm reading) mark using the shared
steering optics on the “IR Post”.

•

Adjust the pitch and roll of IR beam splitter to reflect the IR to 39.00 cm (21.00 cm
reading) on Z-scale using the actuators.

•

Adjust the pitch and roll of Vis beam splitter (the cube) to reflect the VIS to 39.00 cm
(21.00 cm reading) on Z-scale manually.

•

Use Z-scale to verify the height of the Vis and IR beam splitters is 31.00 cm; use the
Z-axis actuators to adjust as necessary.
**NOTE: For the IR beam splitter, when Z-scale is bumping against the
optical mount, the top surface height should be at 31.33 cm (28.77 mm
reading) to have the splitter face at 31.00 cm above the table. For the Vis
splitter cube, use the shallow groove visible along the side of the cube which
indicates the splitting surface clearly.
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•

Iterate steps 11-15 until the two beams cross at (0.00,0.00,23.00) and (0.00,0.00,39.00)
with their respective splitters at Z = 23.00 cm and Z = 39.00 cm.
**NOTE: Distances are given in cm to two decimal places. This is to remind
you that you should be able to read the z-scale to 1/10 mm.

SUMMARY: At this point, the SF HeNe and IR HeNe and the Vis lasers are aligned so that they
cross very closely at (0,0,23.00).
Position a pinhole at (0,0,23.00):
•

Place the xyz kinematic stage on its mount in front of the interferometer. Mount the
pinhole in the upper post holder and orient it vertically. Use the Y-axis and Z-axis
actuators to bring the pinhole to the IR HeNe then use the X-axis actuator to bring the
pinhole to the SF HeNe. Use the Y-axis actuator to bring the pinhole to the beam plane.
This will make sure the pinhole position is at 23.00 cm height and on the beam plane
as well. If the beam plane for IR beam and SF HeNe does not agree precisely, pick the
middle point.

Forward and retro laser alignment to pinhole
•

Fine tune the Vis alignment by adjusting the Vis beam to pass through the sample
pinhole and the table target out at (27.41,0,0) for a Vis AOI of 50°. Use the pinhole as
the “near” target, and the table as the “far” target.
**NOTE: It might be easier to define/see the position of the beam with laser
glasses on because the Vis laser is so bright. Another option is to use a white
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index card ‘down-stream’ of the pinhole. If the pinhole is set to about 2 mm
diameter, viewing the back-side of the viewing card reveals the core, or hot
spot, of the Vis beam quite clearly. Simply adjust the ‘near’ mirror to center
the hot-spot in the circle of the Vis beam shining through the pinhole. On the
table, illuminate the spot with a white LED light. This will reduce the
apparent dazzle of the laser and reveal the target marks on the table.
SUMMARY: All three of the “forward” beams are aligned to their targets and should be on the
beam plane. We still need to get the retro SF green laser beam aligned for sample height
alignment.
•

With the sample pin hole still in place, align retro SF green laser to the pinhole and
table target at (-28.92,0,0) using the CH1SFRM1 (far) and CH1SFRM2 (near) optics.

Install a liquid reference at the sample position
•

Next, we’ll change to a liquid sample alignment reference. Dismount the pinhole from
xyz stage, and install a 2-inch lens holder (an LMR2) in the lower post holder. Place a
50x35 crystallization dish filled to within about 2 or 3 mm of the top with glycerol on
the LMR2. Using the z-actuator, adjust the height of the glycerol surface so that the
forward SF HeNe overlaps with the retro green laser just at the surface.
**HINT: Use the “SF HeNe-Retro alignment” card (see Figure 35), intercept
the forward SF HeNe just before it strikes the surface, and the retro green
laser just after it strikes the surface. The reflected retro green laser should
make a spot directly on the HeNe spot and the result should make a
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yellow/orange spot. This alignment card should be placed very close to the
point on the surface where the two beams reflect. If the height is not correct,
the two laser beams will make two spots on the card. If the height is correct,
the two beams will overlap fully on the card, making a single orange/yellow
spot.
**NOTE: The air/glycerol interface provides a primary reference for a
perfectly level X-Y plane. This independent reference helps keep the
interferometer plane vertical. At this point, the liquid surface has the right
height (z=23.00 cm). It automatically has the right θ & φ (= 0) too. We will
use these facts to align the CH1SFRM1 & 2 mirrors to redirect the SF HeNe
to SFPH1 & 2.
•

Dismount the retro laser mirror #2 (the one on the kinematic mount) to clear the CH1
SF beamline. Turn off the green retro laser power.

•

Re-align the SF HeNe to SFPH1 & 2 using CHSFRM1 & 2. The SF HeNe should fall
on the CH1 monochromator slit. You may need to adjust the SF analyzer a little bit to
maximize the SF HeNe intensity at the slit.
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Figure 35 – The “SF HeNe-Retro Alignment” card is hand-made from a cut-up
index card, the sticky part of a post-it note, four short lengths of solder wire, and
some Scotch tape. It is designed to dangle over the center of the liquid reference
sample container (a 50 x 35 mm crystallization dish) with the piece of post-it note
paper just above the glycerol surface. The red forward SF HeNe and the green
retro laser strike the post-it note paper, creating a yellow/orange spot. This
indicates the two beams strike the surface and overlap properly. This spot of
overlap on the surface is used to first find the correct height of the surface, and
later, to recover the retro laser alignment as the ‘far’ target. (Hand drawn by Dr.
Bisson.)

•

Dismount sample XYZ stage and the liquid reference. Re-install the sample position
mirror mount and actuator assembly into the sample position translation stage post
holder.

•

Adjust sample Z, θ, φ to recover the sample surface alignment. Use the sample Zactuator to recover the alignment to the SFPH1 (near). Use the θ and the φ actuators to
recover the alignment to the SFPH2 (far).
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Summary: At this point, the sample surface is placed approximately correctly in 3-space with
very little Z, θ, φ error.

Alignment of the reference:
Next, re-install the reference mirror mount. Other than the θ angle, it should already be quite
close to the proper φ and Z from the set-up phase. We now seek to refine this alignment using
geometry and the lasers. The reference has no motorized actuators, all the controls are manual.
•

Take out beam combiner.

•

Tilt the entire reference mirror mount (about its post) so far target on table is as close
as possible.

•

Measure the beam distance from 29 on Z scale ruler to the sample beam and adjust the
Z position of reference so it is equal to that distance. This is to use the symmetry of the
interferometer.

•

Use reference Z-actuator (manual micrometer) to hit the ‘near’ target: the Z-scale
squeezed up against the CH2SFRM2, and check the symmetry of the SF HeNe with
respect to z = 31.00 cm (29 cm reading on z-scale). Both IR HeNe and SF HeNe can
be used to check the symmetry.
**NOTE: Here, the Z-scale is not at X=Y=0, it’s a little offset to something
like X= 2 cm so it can squeeze by CH2SFRM2. In this position, the forward
SF HeNe, transmitted through the Vis splitter and reflected off the sample
mirror strikes the z-scale at an odd value. In a symmetrical way, the forward
SF HeNe is reflected off the Vis splitter surface and again off the reference.
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The strategy is to move the reference on the Z-axis until the beam strikes the
Z-scale in a symmetric position with respect to the z=31.00 cm (mid-line of
the interferometer) and the beam reflected off the sample mirror. The
reference should already be very close to the correct position due to the setup
phase.
**TIP: Slide the Z-scale along the X-axis a little bit until the SF HeNe
reflected off the sample mirror strikes the Z-scale at a major tick mark. This
makes it easy to find the symmetric spot on the other side of the z=31 cm mark.
•

Shift the Z-scale off the beam line and use the reference θ and φ actuators to align to
the far target on the table: (46.48,0,0) for the Vis beam;(49.04,0,0) for the SF HeNe
(when aligning for 3500 cm-1).

•

Iterate the previous two steps until all alignment requirements are met.

•

**NOTE: For detailed calculation, please check: C:\Users\jwang\Documents\Research
jwang\Phase measurement\phase alignment setup.xlsx – Sheet named “ref.align”.

•

At this point, the two beams reflecting from sample and reference should be on the
same plane. It can be viewed when tracing the beam with a viewing card until two
meets. It works better if a yellow paper is used. If the two beams are not meeting on
the beam plane, use phi adjustment on the VIS beam splitter.
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Alignment of the beam combiner:
At this stage, the SF HeNe is about 1-2 mm diameter at the beam combiner, but it is still large
enough to see fringes. We will use interference fringes and overlap to establish a rough
alignment for the beam combiner.

•

Re-install the beam combiner. It should already be at the approximate correct height if
the “Set-up Phase” was completed. Verify the θ = 0 using a bubble level and razor
blade as described earlier and in the TIP below. Verify the height as 31.00 cm (29.00
cm reading) using the Z-scale along the left edge of the cube.
**NOTE: Be sure to make the cube level before you measure Z with the Zscale. The scale can approach the cube only along its left side. If the cube is
not level, an incorrect reading of Z will result.
**TIP: You can use one of those long microtome blades and the bubble level
to help establish the cube at level in θ. Gently hold the sharp edge of the blade
in the groove along the side of the cube. Then, place the bubble level on the
blade. Adjust the θ-actuator until the bubble indicates a level condition.

•

Re-install CH2SFRM1 so that the SF HeNe goes roughly to CH2 Ph1 (this is the
upper channel, first pinhole). Rotate the ‘viewing card’ into position, blocking CH2
output beam from the beam combiner. Also, hang a black viewing card on CH1 Ph1.
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•

Using the beam combiner Z-actuator, adjust the combiner Z-position to make the two
beams (upper arm and lower arm) roughly overlap on the viewing card. This is the
‘near’ target.
**Note: Although we want the beams to overlap on the BC surface itself, you
probably won’t be able to see the overlap on the beam combiner surface.
Instead, the viewing card is used since it is still very close to the BC (a few
cm).

•

If required, rotate the entire mount about its post (θ) to bring the reference-reflected
beam (AKA: Reference arm) and fine tune using the θ-actuator to overlap the sampletransmitted beam (AKA: Sample arm) on the viewing card at CH1 Ph1 (far target).
Some interference fringes should be visible.

•

Double check that the beam combiner Z is at 31.00 cm (29.00 cm reading) with the Zscale.

•

Adjust BC Z for overlap as viewed on the viewing card at CH2SFRM2.

•

Use BC θ and φ to obtain SF HeNe interference fringes at the viewing card on CH1
Ph1.

•

Block the sample arm (activate the “C” arm flag actuator) and align SF HeNe to CH2
Ph1 and Ph2 using CH2SFRM1 & 2.

•

Deactivate both “A” and “C” arm flag actuators by rotating them out of the beam
plane.
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•

Move the SF HeNe lens 1 out of the SF beam, allowing the beam to expand to about
1.5 cm dia. in preparation for the interferometric alignment phase.
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Interferometric Alignment Phase:
If the fringe line is s to the beam plane, there is a θ error. If the fringe line is p to the beam plane,
there is a φ error. If the fringe line is at an angle to the beam plane, there is a combined θ and φ
error. See Figure 36 below.

p-oriented fringes are

s-oriented fringes are

parallel to the beam

perpendicular to the

plane. They are caused

beam plane. They are

by φ errors.

caused by θ errors.

mixed φ and θ errors
cause off-angle fringes.

Figure 36 – The fringes as viewed when standing in front of the interferometer.
There are three basic types of fringes and their causes. Note that θ or φ error is the
total error as the beam traverses the interferometer. It’s possible to have one optic
compensate for another’s error. Strategic use of a liquid surface and multi-path
alignment techniques can resolve most, but not all ambiguity. (Image taken from
http://www.a-levelphysicstutor.com/quantphys-wp-duality.php Accessed on April
2016)

**NOTE: With the SF HeNe condensing lens removed, the laser grows to
about 2 cm in diameter out at the beam combining surface. This provides a
fairly easily seen beam and any interference fringes become readily visible.
Generally, at this point in the alignment, interference fringes are already
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visible, though they may be turned at an odd angle. Our objective is to
produce just a few fringes, (3 to 6) that are s-oriented, indicating only a net θ
error.

The Red-Green Balancing Act and white light interference
It turns out that the orientation of the diffraction fringe is sensitive to how well balanced the
interferometer is and whether the source laser enters the beam splitter from above the splitter
surface (i.e., from the upper left like the SF HeNe does), or from below the splitter surface (i.e.,
from the lower left like the green laser, or the white light does). Current speculation is that this is
at least partly due to the collimation properties of the two beams. When both beams are slightly
diverging, this characteristic imbalance can be observed. When the interferometer is well
balanced, the point of entry has no effect on fringe orientation. But, when the interferometer is
not well balanced, the SF HeNe will have different fringe orientation than the green laser.
Because of the use of a red and green laser we call this the “red-green balancing act”. When the
process is complete, the reference and the sample surfaces will be exactly parallel and the splitter
and combiner will have complementary θ angle and φ angle errors.
•

Ensure the SF HeNe beam condenser has been removed, allowing the beam to expand
fully.

•

Close the SF HeNe gate to block the beam coming into the interferometer from the
upper left.

•

In white light path, insert green laser and a negative 150-mm defocusing lens. Align
this beam so that it enters the interferometer from the lower left and then re-combines
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on the beam combiner. Align the green laser so its footprint on the sample mirror is
the same as of the red HeNe laser (near). Then align the green laser to overlap the
same spot as the forward SF HeNe laser on a viewing card near CH2SFRM1.
Remarkably, the fringes don’t seem to be very sensitive to absolute alignment of the
green laser (or the white light) to that of the SF HeNe. More than likely, the green
interference pattern will not match that of the red interference pattern. See Figure 37
for a diagram of the white light/green laser insertion path.
•

NOTE: When adjusting the mirror for the green laser, on the white light path, be very
careful and do not bump the sample stage. It is extremely sensitive to any type of
movement.

Figure 37 – White light insertion path. A green diode laser is also used
during alignment. Remarkably, the fringes don’t seem to be very sensitive
to absolute alignment of the green laser (or the white light) to that of the
SF HeNe.
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•

Use the reference stage φ to bring red light fringes to s orientation

•

Switch from the red to the green laser.

•

Use the beam combiner φ to bring green light fringes to s orientation and

•

Switch back to the red laser.

•

Repeat the previous three steps until green and red have first: parallel, s-oriented
fringes and second: roughly the same number of fringes. (Well, the green should have
about 1.2x the number of fringes as the red due to differences in wavelength.) Success
in the white light fringe alignment in the next section is critically dependent on how
well the red and green fringes are aligned.

•

Once the orientation of red and green beam fringes are s-oriented, (it is okay if the
number of fringes are different on the viewing card. If there are many s fringes for
both, use ref theta to reduce HeNe fringe to about 3-4 (6.2 mm fringe space) and use
BC theta to reduce green fringe to similar number.

•

Note: We use a white light source to balance the two arms (upper and lower) so that
they have equal length to within a fraction of a wavelength (a few nm). This is
possible because white light shows an interference pattern only when the two arms are
of equal length. This is unlike for the case for a single wavelength laser which shows
an interference pattern for any multiple of its wavelength. We will balance the arms by
changing the height of the beam combiner, thereby changing the relative lengths of the
two arms.

•

Remove the green diode laser and negative lens. Install and turn on the white light
source. The source is very dim so turning the room lights out is helpful. Align the
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beam so that it passes through the interferometer from the lower left, and overlaps
upper and lower arms at the beam combiner. Much like you did for the green laser in
the previous setup. Most likely, you won’t see any fringes in the white light source.
You should see the white light beam, of course.
•

Block red SF HeNe and unblock the white light source. Set up to scan a short, slow
positive-Z move sequence on the APT User application for the beam combiner and
look closely for the white light fringes. Our objective is to observe the white light
overlap closely, looking for the interference fringe lines to traverse into view.
Remember, there is only one set of fringes, and they can move into, then out of view
quickly. So, watch closely and don’t look away, even for a moment! The white light
fringe pitch and contrast are highly dependent on how well you did the red/green
alignment for fringe orientation and fringe pitch.

**HINT: Command the APT User software to go to 0.2 mm from current position with max
speed 0.0001 mm/s; acc. 0.0001mm/s2. Going in the +Z or –Z direction as necessary until you
find the white light fringes.
•

After you have found white light fringes, (likely to be faint), then go back to red-green
balancing act. Use ref theta to reduce HeNe fringe to zero and BC theta to reduce
green fringe to zero, and repeat this process (perhaps 5-20 times) until both HeNe and
green fringes are zero.

•

Now, use BC theta to introduce HeNe fringe space about 6.2 mm, and do another Z
scan to find white fringes again (only 10 – 30µmeter should be necessary). You should
observe good contrast of white fringe at this point.
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•

Once white light fringes are observed, turn off white light and turn on green laser.

•

Use the reference mirror θ to reduce # of red fringes to zero and use the beam
combiner θ to reduce # green of fringes to zero.

•

When at zero fringe condition, green should be constructive (bright spot) at CH2
SRM1 while SF HeNe should be destructive (dim spot).

•

Note: At zero fringe condition, VIS beam (the 532nm pulsed laser) should also have
no fringes.
Note: Red green balance can also be achieved by adjusting BS for red and BC
for green. It is not the best option because BS is supposed to have a better
alignment than reference in the initial geometric alignment. Therefore, using
reference to balance with the sample, and BC to balance with the BS is the
optimum alignment procedure.

•

Now, use BC theta to introduce HeNe fringe space about 6.2 mm.

•

Adjust the Z position of the beam combiner until it shows the pattern: dark-bright-dark
on the viewing card, with the bright band centered on the HeNe footprint. See Figure
38.

**HINT: In CH1, the white light fringe should have a π phase shift compared to the SF HeNe
due to different entrance (upper left vs. lower left) to the beam splitter. So, the dark central fringe
of the white light should appear on the bright central fringe of the red HeNe.
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Figure 38 – White light interference fringe pattern showing the
central bright line centered on the HeNe footprint.
Theta and z coordinated move on beam combiner
•

Turn off white light.

•

Note: white light source is in the insulating box and it radiates heat. Because
temperature has a big impact on the stability of the interference, it is important to turn
off the white light when it is not needed.

•

Switch to the HeNe. Slowly reduce the SF HeNe fringes to zero, watch the dark fringe
of HeNe moving into the view. With a dark fringe distance to be 6.3 mm, (A viewing
card with grid on it is used to figure out the fringe distance) there should be three dark
fringes passing into the view with the last one completely dark on the viewing card. At
the same time, the CH1 HeNe interference is maximum as determined by the Newport
energy meter monitoring CH1 pickoff.

•

BC theta is set in the direction that when it moves down ↓, it reduces the fringes. The
number of dark fringe passing the viewing card is counted by the HeHe interference
intensity plot vs. time. When the zero-fringe condition is approaching, Ch1 reaches the
maximum intensity. A coordinated Z motion compensates for theta move since the
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mirror pivot point is not the center front of the optic. The number of dark fringes
required to reach zero-fringe condition depends on the fringe distance.

5

HeNe IF (a.u.)

4

Third dark fringe on viewing card
Max HeNe IF in Ch1 power detector

3

2

1

0
10:31

10:32

10:33

10:34

10:35

Time (hh:mm)

Figure 39. HeNe interference intensity vs. BC theta move

•

Note: We had steppers installed for BC theta and phi. Before making this move, make
sure that the backlash is already corrected. For BC theta movement, the velocity was
set at 0.000025 mm/s and acceleration was set at 0.00005 mm/s^2
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Figure 40. HeNe fringes change as BC theta moving down on the viewing card
•

Once the SF HeNe fringes are zero, a small Z error is introduced because the θ turn
was not ‘coordinated’. The BC Z piezo needs to move up three full interferogram
periods to compensate for the change in BC theta.

•

Set the move parameters in APT User software to: 0.00002 mm/s and 0.5 mm/s2.
Watch HeNe interference carefully when it is approaching the third maximum, stop
the actuator. At this point, you should be at an interference maximum on CH1 as
indicated by the Newport energy meter. BC Z has moved up ↑ three interferograms.

•

The operating point for HeNe interference is set at the midpoint of the interferogram
as shown in Figure 41.

•

It is operated at a Z-position just below the maximum point (the sample arm is a
quarter of wavelength of HeNe shorter in this configuration). With the operating point
set on this positive slope of the interferogram, the feedback signal is single valued and
roughly linear. At this point, active stabilization is turned on. Active stabilization
moves the beam combiner. (The door needs to be closed.)
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Figure 41. HeNe operating point

Active Control
The interferometer is incredibly sensitive to changes in temperature and air currents. By
surrounding the interferometer with an insulated box, the +/- 1 °C variation in room temperature
is reduced to just +/- 0.1 °C. In addition, when the doors to the box are closed, random air
currents are greatly reduced. However, even a +/- 0.1 °C variation can have a big effect on the
interference.
So, an active interference control system is used to ‘tweak’ the beam combiner Z position using a
piezo electric actuator in mechanical series with the main stepper motor actuator. In this
approach, the SF HeNe interference intensity becomes a feedback signal that is used by a
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LabVIEW program (named “Active Interference Control”) to command the piezo actuator to
move the stage up or down to keep the interference signal constant. This, in effect, compensates
for differential path differences across the interferometer. Under active control, the
interferometer is stable in relative phase to fractions of a degree and over unlimited time.
However, the program requires that the SF HeNe interference be NOT at the maximum
interference position. The interferogram looks like a sine wave when intensity is plotted against
Z-position. The alignment so far as placed us at a maximum intensity point in the interferogram.
We need to accurately place the beam combiner such that the interference is in the middle and on
the rising portion of the sine curve.
•

Using the piezo electric actuator, scan the beam combiner in Z up and down just a few
tens of nanometers, looking for the maximum point in the interferogram. Record the
reading on the Newport power meter where the measured maximum occurs. This is
the point of maximum CONSTRUCTIVE interference.

•

Reduce the voltage on the piezo electric actuator until you reach the minimum in
interference. Record that power reading as well. This is the point of maximum
DESTRUCTIVE interference.

•

Calculate the average power between the interferometric minimum and maximum.
This is the ZERO INTERFERENCE or ‘mid-point’ position.

•

(You can also find the mid-point while doing BC Z ↑ three interferomgram step)

•

Adjust the BC piezo Z-actuator so that the Newport energy meter displays the ‘midpoint’ energy you just calculated.
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•

On the Active Interference Control user interface, engage the active control function
by clicking on the “Active Control” button. The software should ‘lock on’ to the
current interference value and hold the system at that value as the “normalized set
point” and remain stable there.

•

PID sampling interval is 1 s. (It can sample at about 0.4 s if you need more data points.
However, the PID is optimized at sample interval of 1 s.)

SF Interference and Frequency Domain Fringes
After white light fringe alignment, the Mach-Zehnder linear interferometer is balanced. That is,
the path A+B = the path C+D. (The linear interferometer contains beam splitter, beam combiner,
sample and reference. The IR beam splitter is not part of linear interferometer.) With two
reference materials at sample and reference position (Z-cut quartz both positive x-axis in the
beam plane, in the +X direction), SF interference is observed and can be confirmed by moving
beam combiner Z. SF intensity in ChI and ChII changes from constructive to destructive while
moving beam combiner Z. SF interference is optimized by adjusting IR beam splitter theta and
phi.
•

Adjust IR phi to maximize the SF IF range; the step size for this adjustment can be
from 1 µm to 5 µm. One can start with 5 µm if the SF IF range is small to begin with.

•

Adjust IR theta to maximize the SF IF range; the step size for this adjustment can be
from 1µm to 5 µm. One can start with 5 µm if the SF IF range is small to begin with.

Hint: If the IR theta and phi adjustment did not improve the SF IF range, move on to SF
frequency domain fringes, then return to these adjustments.
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•

SF fringes in the frequency domain are checked. As the IR tunes from lower frequency
to higher frequency, the SF IF changes from constructive to destructive. One SF fringe
in the frequency domain corresponds to the SF IF changing from constructive to
destructive to constructive. The source of the SF fringes is imbalance in E and F or B
and D. Since the linear interferometer is already balanced by the white light alignment,
the reduction of SF fringes is achieved by changing infrared beam splitter Z position
(E and F arms). Depending on the number of fringes in the frequency domain, the
exact Z position move can be calculated. Figure 42 shows about three SF fringes from
frequency 2800 cm-1 to 3200 cm-1. IR Z adjustment is used to eliminate SF frequency
domain fringes. By changing the length of E and F, SF fringes can be introduced or
diminished. The following equation is used to calculate the Z motion needed.
𝑥
𝑥
−   
= #  of  fringes
IR  wavelength  blue  end IR  wavelength  red  end

where x is the Z (vertical) motion on IR Z
For example, if you observe 3 fringes from 2800 cm-1 to 3200 cm-1
𝑥
𝑥
−   
=3
IR  wavelength  blue  end:  3.125  µμm IR  wavelength  red  end: 3.571µμm
x=75.06 µm
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Figure 42. SF interference fringes in frequency domain
Note: if you observe more than 3 SF fringe from 2800 to 3200 cm-1, it is better to do the Z
correction in two steps. First only correct for two SF fringes and do an IR theta compensation.
Then gradually drive the SF fringe to zero. The indication that the SF fringe are driven to zero
is that ChI remains at maximum constructive or minimum destructive from 2800 to 3200 cm-1
(or through the IR turning band you are interested in). Therefore, you need to know the
maximum/minimum SF IF at the blue and red end of the IR frequency.   

SF Interference and Interferogram Dynamic Range and Midpoint
After the SF fringes are reduced to zero, the SF interferogram operating point is shifted to mid
point on the rising slope of SF interferogram on ChI. Shifting is accomplished by moving VIS
beam splitter Z while keeping active control on the beam combiner. The midpoint of the SF IF is
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determined by the checking the SF IF range using beam combiner Z. The purpose of this step is
to introduce a 90° phase shift, which turns interference term from cosine to sine.
We don’t know where SF IF is with respect to HeNe, so we need to decide which direction the
VIS BS should go to minimize the Z motion of BS and BC.
•

If the SF IF is on the rising slope and above the midpoint, then move VIS BS piezo up.

•

If the SF IF is in the rising slope and below the midpoint, then move VIS BS piezo
down.

•

If the SF IF is on the falling slope and above the midpoint, then move VIS BS piezo
up.

•

If the SF IF is on the falling slope and below the midpoint, then move VIS BS piezo
down.
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Figure 43. SF and SF HeNe interference operation point

Calibration and sample phase measurement
Now we are ready to do a calibration and sample phase measurement.

Sample replacement strategy
After calibration, it is critical to install the sample at the previous sample position within nm
accuracy. This is again is accomplished by using white light and HeNe interference. Only the
sample theta, phi and Z are adjusted to recover sample position. We have verified that this
sample reposition technique is repeatable.
The "Sample repositioning strategy" section is next, It describes how to install the sample.
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0) stop active control and increase BC Z back to the peak of the HeNe interferogram
(recall that during calibration, we lowered the BC by 1/4 interferogram to pick up the midpoint
operating point.)
1) Put the sample in the sample position holder,
2) Using only the HeNe and the rough measurement of the actuator to bring the surface
'close' to the previous sample position by adjusting sample theta phi and Z until the two beams
overlap reasonably well and there are 5 to 10 fringes observed.
3) Now observe HeNe fringes to optimize theta and phi to drive HeNe fringes to zero,
4) Switch to the Vis laser (pulsed) and observe the green fringes to correct for Z error.
Even if the HeNe has no fringes, the Vis beam can show fringes when there is some Z error.
Simply adjust the sample in Z until the Vis fringes are removed. This also puts the sample
positon very close to the white light fringe position, (Hint: keep the Z error slightly low, about 10
- 20 µm in preparation for the white light step.)
5) Switch back to the HeNe and introduce theta fringes using SAMPLE theta for a 6.3mm
pitch between dark fringes on the left of the HeNe footprint, add fringes by lowering the theta
actuator (this is the reverse of the case during calibration where the BC was used and the fringes
were introduced by INCREASING theta actuator)
6) Switch to the white light and do a SAMPLE Z-scan (typically upward based on step 4)
until the white light fringes are observed, center the central white light fringe in the footprint.
You might need to move Z up by about 20 – 50 µm.
7) Switch back to HeNe (should have a dark fringe in the HeNe pattern) and do a
coordinated theta moving (upward) to reduce the fringes to zero, then down in Z by 3 HeNe
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interferograms (the detector is on CH1, so it's opposite), remember step 5) gave us 6.3mm fringe
pitch with gives a 3-interferogram z error.
(Aside: for a single channel system, we could move the HeNe detector off CH1 pickoff to
an in-line detection on CH2. A simple pinhole can spatially filter out the Vis. The SFG signal is
not an issue.)
8) Now we need to recover the operating point at -1/4 wave. Use a Z-scan to find the max
and min then the midpoint of the interferogram. Be sure not to lose the zero'th order position!
9) Now turn on the active control system.
10) Now you are ready for sample measurements. You can do a quick check of SF
interference at this point by turning off active control and doing a Z-scan of the BC to check for
SF interferogram.
Hint: turn the IR to a peak of the sample, so that the SF IF has largest dynamic range.
Hint: Since interferometer is really stable (white light interference is still observable after at least
one month, so this sample reposition procedure can also be used for doing scalar SFG, for
example, if you only want to do a sample measurement, you can just reposition the sample to
proper position using this procedure.
Note: Put in neutral density filter (10% transmission) at ChI for sample phase measurement after
calibration.

Nomenclature
•

Units & Coordinates: Units are in cm and coordinates are given in either an X,Y pair
like (X,Y), or a X,Y,Z triplet like (X,Y,Z) as appropriate. The coordinate system is right
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handed such that the +X direction is along the beam propagation direction (left to right
on HAL), +Y is toward the back-plane breadboard, and +Z is from the table upward.
Hence, the location (0,0,0) is on the table and at the intersection of the two “X,Y
locating gauge blocks” (see below).
•

“beam plane”: is defined as the X-Z plane.

•

Angles:

•

“theta” or “pitch” (θ) refers to rotation about an axis perpendicular to the beam plane
(as in the pitch of an airplane)

•

“phi” or “roll” (φ) refers to rotation about an axis parallel to the beam plane (as in the
roll of an airplane).
Thus, a change in the pitch angle (θ) of an optic moves the laser beam along the beam
plane and a change in roll angle (φ) moves the laser beam perpendicular to the beam
plane.

Figure A1 – Simile of angles with those of an airplane. There’s no ‘heading’ or
azimuth angle in the interferometer.
•

“Z-scale” is the precision mm ruler taped to the carpenter’s level. It stands on end
roughly vertically to provide a handy way of measuring in the Z-axis. Unfortunately,
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the mm ruler must be placed upside down to put the fine mm scale (the edge with half
mm division lines) on the Z-axis. So, the actual Z-value and what the reading on the
ruler is that gives that Z-value is also given. For example, the sample height is given as
“Z = 23cm (37cm reading)”. This “Z-scale” represents our primary reference scale for
the height of something above the table.
•

The “back-plane” breadboard is the optical breadboard upon which the interferometer
is mounted. It is parallel to the beam plane (X-Z plane).

•

The “upper gauge block” is the post at the very top of the back-plane breadboard.
See Figure 1. When the Z-scale is in place, it provides a touch point against which the
Z-scale can rest thereby insuring the Z-scale in on the beam plane.
Aligning the upper gauge block:
1. Align the IR HeNe to sample and table targets (defines the beam plane)
2. Place a liquid dish on IR beam splitter reflecting IR HeNe upward
3. The gauge block is adjusted against the Z-scale to intercept the IR HeNe beam at
the edge of the Z-Scale

•

The “X,Y locating gauge blocks” are the two blocks of aluminum fixed to the table to
locate a right-angle vertex at the (0,0,0) spot on the table. These blocks allow for quick
placement of the Z-scale such that one edge of the mm ruler traces the Z-axis. These
blocks and the table surface define the primary reference (0,0,0) for the origin in the
coordinate system.

•

Visible: always refers to the 532-nm pulsed laser beam (not the SF HeNe)
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•

SF HeNe: always refers to the forward SF alignment HeNe The SF HeNe is aligned to
trace the calculated SFG beam at 3500 cm-1 (typically) for alignment purposes and
later functions as a probe beam for active control.

•

CH1: Channel 1, the lower monochromator and its associated beam-line and
electronics.

•

CH1SFRMn: Channel 1 SF Reflecting Mirror n, where n is replaced with either 1 or
2. One of the two mirrors used to redirect the SFG beam on to the channel 1 beam line.

•

CH2: Channel 2, the lower monochromator and its associated beam-line and
electronics.

•

CH2SFRMn: Channel 2 SF Reflecting Mirror n, where n is replaced with either 1 or
2. One of the two mirrors used to redirect the SFG beam on to the channel 2 beam line.

•

P.H.: Pinhole – There are several irises used for alignment purposes.

•

IR BS – the IR beam splitter (plate type)

•

Vis BS – The Vis beam splitter (cube type)

•

Beam Combiner (BC) - the beam combiner (cube type)

•

Sample or Sample Position – The mirror or testing surface located at the midpoint of
the lower arm of the interferometer

•

Reference or reference position – The mirror or reference material surface located at
the midpoint of the upper arm of the interferometer.

•

Upper path – The paths traced by a laser through the interferometer when that laser
enters the Vis beam splitter from the upper left of the beam splitter cube.
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•

Lower path – The paths traced by a laser through the interferometer when that laser
enters the Vis beam splitter from the lower left of the beam splitter cube.

Note: A beam entering the interferometer via the “upper path” could have a slightly different
alignment than a beam entering the interferometer via the “lower path”. For proper alignment,
beams taking either path must show the same fringe orientation and number of fringes.
•

IR HeNe – The HeNe aligned to the IR beam, functioning as a proxy. It is used during
the alignment procedure in several places.

•

Target – A landmark, or reference point at a known location. A target could be on the
table, on a viewing card, or even a pinhole. It is typically indicated by its (X,Y,Z)
location, or optical component name.

•

A,B,C,D,E,F – Each segment of the interferometer is given a letter designation. See
Figure 1. For example, segment “A” is the segment from the Vis BS to the reference
surface.

•

Upper Arm (Lower Arm) – Segments A+B (or C+D) and is not the same as the
“upper path” or “lower path”.

•

B – D ratio – The numerical ratio of the lengths of segments B and D (B/D). This is a
critical measurement for the interference of the generated SFG beams that originate at
the reference and the sample. For proper interference, the B-D ratio should be kept as
close to 1 as possible.

•

Active Interference Control – LabVIEW software that uses a PID and a piezo
actuator to maintain Upper Arm / Lower Arm ratio equal to 1. It stabilizes the
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interferometer against variations caused by changes in temperature or other
disturbances. The forward SF HeNe does double duty as a “probe” beam, measuring
the length of the arms via interferometry.
•

Coordinated Theta (or phi) – Because of construction of the mirror mounts, it’s
impossible to change just the actuator associated with theta (or phi) without also
changing the Z-position of the mirror surface. But, if the theta (or phi) actuator is
moved in coordination with the Z-actuator, theta (or phi) can be changed without an
effective change in Z-position of the surface. For example, if the theta (or phi) actuator
is moved up by N nm, a change in the Z-actuator down by N/2 nm would keep the
surface of the mirror at the same Z (in the laboratory frame) while making the desired
change in theta (or phi) of the mirror surface. The factor of ½ comes about because
the beam strikes the mirror about mid-way between its pivot point and the point of
actuation.

•

“The Box” – The rigid insulating foam box that surrounds the interferometer and
other important optics. The box is not air tight, but it does reduce air currents and
temperature variations due to the air conditioning in the room. Temperature variations
inside the box are reduce by roughly a factor of 10 as compared to the variations
outside the box.

•

“bubble level” – A small bubble, or spirit, level used to find an approximate
horizontal orientation, typically used during the setup phase.

•

HAL – The PC that runs the SFG software, APT User software, and various other
utilities
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•

DEAN2 – The PC that drives the OPG/OPA box. HAL communicates with DEAN2
via RS-232.

•

SR-250 – The Stanford Research gated integrator and boxcar averager, also referred to
as the “boxcar”.

•

SR-245 – The Stanford Research analog to digital converter and computer interface.
The SR-245 measures the analog output of the boxcar and converts it to a digital
signal. This digital signal is then read by the SFG software via an RS-232 interface.

•

SFG Software – A custom program that coordinates all the instruments on the bench
to make an SFG measurement. SFG 3.0 was a single channel (scalar) implementation.
SFG 4.0 implements two channels and makes possible full vector SFG measurements
(with the aid of the interferometer).

•

SF HeNe-Retro Alignment card – a special tool, made largely of paper that aids in
the measurement of the overlap of the forward SF HeNe and the retro green lasers, on
the surface of the liquid reference. See Figure 35

Motorized/piezo Actuators are mounted on:
•

IR BS - theta, phi and Z

•

Vis BS Z (stepper) and piezo actuator in series

•

Sample theta, phi and Z

•

Beam combiner theta, phi and Z

•

Active control on BC Z (a piezo actuator)

So, there are a total of 12 Thorlabs actuators in the system, some piezo stacks others PIAs or steppers.
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The ‘flag’ actuators are operated by hand via a primitive pulley system using cotton twine.
Step motor parameters are changed to the following from the default. (These are about to become
irrelevant as we migrate the system to all PIA or ‘cricket’ actuators.)
*** All position units are in mm
[ZST213(B)] for theta and phi actuators
Backlash Dist=0.007
Move Factor=10
Rest Factor=5
Jog Step Size=0.001
[ZST225(B)] z actuators
Backlash Dist=0.007
Move Factor=10
Rest Factor=5
Jog Step Size=0.001
Note: For sample Z motion, the stage is set to be HS-ZST225(B) which is supposed to be high
performance as suggested by Thorlabs. The 2024 micro step motion is not reliable, the following
procedure was used to change the micro step size. Z motion starts and stops much more smoothly with
parameter 1 setting at 9. There in a new version of APT for download (V3.9.0) on our web site. If
APTUser.EXE is run with a switch '/adv' it will produce a third tab on the motor window that allows
development/test messages to be sent to the motor controller (these are usually for internal use only).
There is also a new version of TST101 firmware (V3.0.5) that supports microstep resolution
changes. Enter one of the following constants into the first parameter field to set the required resolution.
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And note my earlier comments about 'real world' scaling being pretty much shot if you move away from
the default microstep setting.
Param 1= 0...... 2048 µsteps per step
Param 1 =1...... 1024 µsteps per step
Param 1 =2...... 512 µsteps per step
Param 1 =3...... 256 µsteps per step
Param 1 =4...... 128 µusteps per step
Param 1 =5...... 64 µsteps per step
Param 1 =6...... 32 µsteps per step
Param 1 =7...... 16 µsteps per step
Param 1 =8...... 8 µsteps per step
Param 1 =9...... 4 µsteps per step
Param 1 =10...... 2 µsteps per step
Param 1 =11...... 1 µsteps per step (full stepping)
The motion stability of the actuator on sample Z was improved by using updated firmware from
Thorlabs, with optimal setting at four micro-step/step with parameter 1 equals to 9 (Figure 44).
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Figure 44. Actuator ZST 225(B) performance using updated Thorlabs firmware. It starts
and stops much smoothly without any jumping behavior. (The setting is Parameter 1 = 9,
four micro step/step)
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Data processing procedure for phase measurement
Example from !Exp 16; Wet OTS Operating point -90 deg!
The data is in the lab computer that Jing used during her PhD life.
File location: Users\jwang\Documents\aResearch jwang\aPhase Meas. HAL\aSF IF 2015 16\z
cut qtz OTS\5 mm z-cut\z-cut vs OTS\!Exp 16; Wet OTS Operating point -90 deg!
Note: Operating point -90° means, at non-resonant IR frequency 2800 cm-1, the operating point
of interferometer is at -90°. It is done by shifting Vis-BS Z while keeping active control on BC Z.
The SF interference at non-resonant part is in the middle of the interferogram (rising slope). The
sample relative to reference has a -90° phase difference.
Note: all measurements have the same polarization: ssp

Raw data
Calibration (z-cut vs. z-cut quartz):
1. Ref only: by blocking the sample arm, the z-cut quartz scalar SFG data is collected.
File location: Users \jwang\Documents\aResearch jwang \aPhase Meas. HAL\aSF IF 2015
16\z cut qtz OTS\5 mm z-cut\z-cut vs OTS\!Exp 16; Wet OTS Operating point -90 deg!\Data
Calibration and sample\Calibration data\ Ref only; 04-21-2016_13-53-21
2. Sample only: by blocking the reference arm, z-cut quartz scalar SFG data is collected.
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File location: Users \jwang\Documents\aResearch jwang \aPhase Meas. HAL\aSF IF 2015
16\z cut qtz OTS\5 mm z-cut\z-cut vs OTS\!Exp 16; Wet OTS Operating point -90 deg!\Data
Calibration and sample\Calibration data\Sample only; 04-21-2016_12-55-27
3. SF IF in the middle: Sum frequency interference in the middle: both arms are unblocked,
and SF interference is taking place. SF IF is in the middle of the SF interferogram (The
rising part). One can determine the middle SF IF intensity from the interferogram range
by doing a Z scan using BC Z.
File location: Users \jwang\Documents\aResearch jwang \aPhase Meas. HAL\aSF IF 2015
16\z cut qtz OTS\5 mm z-cut\z-cut vs OTS\!Exp 16; Wet OTS Operating point -90 deg!\Data
Calibration and sample\Calibration data\ SF IF in the middle
4. M (面积 Miàn Jī): beam overlapping area: This is done by doing a BC Z move. At a
particular frequency, the maximum and minimum SF interference intensity is determined.
•

Note: M Ch1 D means M when SF IF in Ch1 is destructive (minimum).

•

M Ch1 C means M when SF IF in Ch1 is constructive (maximum).

File location: Users \jwang\Documents\aResearch jwang \aPhase Meas. HAL\aSF IF 2015
16\z cut qtz OTS\5 mm z-cut\z-cut vs OTS\!Exp 16; Wet OTS Operating point -90 deg!\Data
Calibration and sample\Calibration data\ M Ch1 D; 04-21-2016_15-33-13
File location: Users \jwang\Documents\aResearch jwang \aPhase Meas. HAL\aSF IF 2015
16\z cut qtz OTS\5 mm z-cut\z-cut vs OTS\!Exp 16; Wet OTS Operating point -90 deg!\Data
Calibration and sample\Calibration data\ M; Ch1 C; 04-21-2016_15-30-42
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Sample phase measurement:
1. Wet OTS SF IF: Wet OTS sum frequency interference. This is done right after the sample
reinstallation.
•

File location: Users \jwang\Documents\aResearch jwang \aPhase Meas. HAL\aSF IF
2015 16\z cut qtz OTS\5 mm z-cut\z-cut vs OTS\!Exp 16; Wet OTS Operating point 90 deg!\Data Calibration and sample\ Sample phase data\Wet OTS SF IF

2. M: same procedure as in calibration, but IR frequency is chosen to be on resonance.
•

File location: Users \jwang\Documents\aResearch jwang \aPhase Meas. HAL\aSF IF
2015 16\z cut qtz OTS\5 mm z-cut\z-cut vs OTS\!Exp 16; Wet OTS Operating point 90 deg!\Data Calibration and sample\ Sample phase data\ M and z-scan

3. Wet OTS sample only: stop the active control, and block reference arm, scalar SFG of
wet OTS sample is collected.
•

File location: Users \jwang\Documents\aResearch jwang \aPhase Meas. HAL\aSF IF
2015 16\z cut qtz OTS\5 mm z-cut\z-cut vs OTS\!Exp 16; Wet OTS Operating point 90 deg!\Data Calibration and sample\ Sample phase data\Wet OTS sample only

4. Ref only at OTS setting: by blocking sample, reference scalar SFG is collected.
•

Note: Since we have dual channel collection, ref only at OTS setting can be calculated
from interference scan and sample only scan.

•

File location: Users \jwang\Documents\aResearch jwang \aPhase Meas. HAL\aSF IF
2015 16\z cut qtz OTS\5 mm z-cut\z-cut vs OTS\!Exp 16; Wet OTS Operating point 90 deg!\Data Calibration and sample\ Sample phase data\Ref only at OTS setting; 0427-2016_14-52-52
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Data processing
Note: If multiple scans are collected, the data is averaged first and then FFT filter method is
applied.

Smoothing method: FFT filter
The signal has high-frequency noise, we use the FFT filtering method. The filter removes highfrequency noise, leaving the true signal.
FFT Filter: This method is based on FFT low-pass filter. It should be used when the frequency of
noise is higher than the true signal. In essence, it removes the high-frequency components with a
parabolic window. Frequencies greater than the cutoff frequency are discarded.
(http://www.originlab.com/doc/Origin-Help/Smooth-Dialog)
Points of Window: Specifies the number of points in the moving window. Otherwise, you can
use this parameter to control the cutoff frequency for the FFT filter. Larger values produce
greater smoothing. Must be a non-zero positive value. See the algorithm section for the
computation of cutoff frequency.
(http://www.originlab.com/doc/Origin-Help/Smooth-Dialog)
The FFT Filter method
When the FFT Filter method is selected, Origin performs the following:
•

Calculate the mean of the first 1% data points and the mean of the last 1% data points.

•

Construct a straight line through these two points and subtracts this line from the input
data.

•

Perform FFT on the dataset acquired in last step.
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•

Apply filtering with the low-pass parabolic filter.

•

Perform IFFT on the filtered spectrum.

•

Add the baseline to the dataset acquired in last step.

Cutoff frequency
The Cutoff frequency

is calculated by:

is Sampling Interval.

is cutoff amplitude at -6dB,

decreases with increasing Order

.

(http://www.originlab.com/doc/Origin-Help/Smooth-Algorithm)
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. Cutoff frequency

Calibration
Ref only (Figure 45): usually only one scan is sufficient and a FFT smoothing is applied to the
data. The point of windows is selected differently to best present the original data.
Note: in Origin, go to analysis, then select signal processing, then select smooth, then select
open dialog, then choose method “FFT” and select point of window. Points of Window:
Specifies the number of points in the moving window. Otherwise, you can use this parameter to
control the cutoff frequency for the FFT filter. Larger values produce greater smoothing. Point
of window must be a non-zero positive value. See the algorithm section for the computation of
cutoff frequency.

Figure 45. Calibration: Ref only (z-cut quartz). Both channel I and channel II data are
shown. The smoothing parameter is 10 pts FFT filter. The smoothed data are shown in
red.
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1. Sample only (surrogate sample z-cut quartz) (Figure 46): usually only one scan is
sufficient and a FFT smoothing is applied to the data.

Figure 46. Calibration: Sample only (z-cut quartz). Both channel I and channel II data are
shown. The smoothing parameter is 3 pts FFT filter for Ch1 and 5 pts FFT filter for ChII.
The smoothed data are shown in red.
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2. SF IF in the middle (Figure 47): usually one scan is needed, but if you want to check sum
frequency interference stability, it is best to collect one scan every day. During the early
stage of sample realignment, I always go back to z-cut quartz calibration next morning to
make sure the alignment is the same as yesterday. If the alignment is the same as
yesterday, then SF IF in the middle scan will be the same. Now I know the alignment is
stable for more than two weeks, I don’t always check SF IF in the middle the next day.

Figure 47. SF IF in the middle (z-cut quartz vs. z-cut quartz). Both channel I and channel
II data are shown. The smoothing parameter is 7 pts FFT filter for Ch1 and 7 pts FFT
filter for ChII. The smoothed data are shown in red.
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3. M: At one frequency, usually in the middle of the band, the maximum and minimum SF
intensity is determined by moving BC Z. I usually pick three frequencies to compare M
and then take an average. The data is logged and usually 400 averaging is chosen.

Sample phase measurement:
1. Wet OTS SF IF (Figure 48 and Both channel I and channel II data are shown. The
smoothing parameter is 7 pts FFT filter for Ch1 and 7 pts FFT filter for ChII. In the
middle section of the spectrum, the smoothing effect is not presenting the original data
well. Another smoothing is done for this region of the data as shown on the right. Right:
Wet OTS SF IF smoothed data from 2850 – 2974 cm-1): Only one scan is needed due to
the reasonably strong SF signal from z-cut quartz . I usually take more than one scan to
make an average. When I come into lab next day, I usually realign the sample to make
sure the alignment is the same as previous day by checking that the interference scan is
the same. After averaging the scans, a FFT smoothing is applied to the data. In Figure 48
right, IR from 2850-2974 cm-1 was done using different smoothing to determine the best
presentation of the data relative to the original data in this IR region. For the data shown
in Figure 48 left, the smoothing is reasonable at the ends of the IR region; it does not well
represent the data in the middle.
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Figure 48. Left: Wet OTS SF IF (OTS sample vs. z-cut quartz) Both channel I and
channel II data are shown. The smoothing parameter is 7 pts FFT filter for Ch1 and 7 pts
FFT filter for ChII. In the middle section of the spectrum, the smoothing effect is not
presenting the original data well. Another smoothing is done for this region of the data as
shown on the right. Right: Wet OTS SF IF smoothed data from 2850 – 2974 cm-1. Both
channel I and channel II data are shown. The smoothing parameter is 2 pts FFT filter for
Ch1 and 2 pts FFT filter for ChII. The smoothed data are shown in red.
2. M: for wet OTS, the IR is turned to 2874 and 2934 cm-1, and BC Z is moved to find the
maximum and minimum SF IF signal. The data is logged and usually a 400 averaging is
applied.

3. Wet OTS sample only (Figure 49 and Figure 50): usually four scans or more are collected
due to low signal of the sample. After averaging the scans, a FFT smoothing is applied to
the data. In Figure 50, IR from 2850-2974 cm-1 was processed using a different
smoothing to best present the data to its original data.
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Figure 49. Wet OTS sample only. Both channel I and channel II data are shown. The
smoothing parameter is 6 pts FFT filter for Ch1 and 6 pts FFT filter for ChII. In the
middle section of the spectrum, the smoothing effect is not presenting the original data
well. Another smoothing is done for this region of the data as shown in Figure 50.

Figure 50. Wet OTS sample only smoothed data from 2850 – 2974 cm-1. Both
channel I and channel II data are shown. The smoothing parameter is 2 pts FFT
filter for Ch1 and 2 pts FFT filter for ChII. The smoothed data are shown in red.
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4. Ref only at OTS setting: Only one scan is necessary. A FFT smoothing is applied to the
data.

Figure 51. Ref only at OTS setting (z-cut quartz). Both channel I and channel II data are
shown. The smoothing parameter is 8 pts FFT filter for Ch1 and 8 pts FFT filter for ChII.
The smoothed data are shown in red.
Note: All previous smoothed data are used to calculate phase of wet OTS sample relative to z-cut
quartz.
5. Infrared energy (IR) at pickoff: it is automatically logged every scan. In Figure 52, one
scan is chosen and a FFT smoothing is applied. IR energy data is used to calculate the
normalized SF intensity of wet OTS sample only noted as NSF intensity spectrum. The
square root of NSF is NSF amplitude.
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Figure 52. IR energy at pickoff. The smoothing parameter is 7 pts FFT filter. The
smoothed data are shown in red.
Note: With both phase and NSF amplitude data, the Imaginary and Real part of the complex SF
signal can be calculated.
Note: The mathematical theory of calculating phase can be found in the appendix file:
File name: Appendix - Calculate Phase - single and dual C
After obtaining NSF intensity and Imaginary part, the curve fitting is done. The mathematical
model/spreadsheet to do curve fitting can be found:
File location: Users \jwang\Documents\aResearch jwang \aPhase Meas. HAL\aSF IF 2015 16\z
cut qtz OTS\5 mm z-cut\z-cut vs OTS\!Exp 16; Wet OTS Operating point -90 deg!\Data
calculation excel\ Exp 16 Wet OTS curve fitting parameters
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Phase measurement on silver mirror relative to
unprotected gold
The calibration was done using unprotected gold as reference material. Then the silver mirror
(protected) was installed in the sample position. The phase of silver relative to that of gold is
about 80°as shown in Figure 53. This region of the spectrum is selected is because it is free of
possibility of C-H contamination on the mirror surface. Later it was found that unprotected gold
might not be ideal for reference material because of difficulty in getting rid of hydrocarbon
contamination. That is why we selected the z-cut quartz as reference material for later phase
measurements. This experiment is still significant during the process of developing and building
nonlinear interferometer. It proves that the interferometer is working and the alignment
procedures are reliable. It also gives insights on the phase of silver relative to gold.
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Figure 53. Phase of silver relative to unprotected gold. Since both gold and silver has no
resonance in IR region, it is expected that the phase is constant.

Wet OTS, dry OTS and semi-dry OTS scalar SFG
Different synthesis procedures for an OTS film result in different spectral features. “Wet” OTS is
synthesized with a drop of water added to the solvents, saturating them with water. “Dry” OTS is
synthesized without added water using anhydrous (Aldrich, sure-seal capped) solvents. Detailed
procedure of synthesis can be found in Appendix OTS film preparation. The scalar spectra of wet
OTS and dry OTS are presented and discussed. One result of this work shows that “dry” OTS
gradually develops spectral features associated with “wet” OTS.
The scalar SFG spectra of wet OTS and dry OTS are presented in Figure 54. It is obvious that in
the dry OTS spectrum, the resonance at 2850 cm-1 is dominant and there is almost no intensity at
2875 cm-1. A broad band at 2900 to 2950 cm-1 is present in dry OTS but a sharp peak at 2940 cm1

is dominant in the wet OTS. The semi-dry OTS spectrum shows mixed features of the two
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other spectra. Dry OTS gradually showed wet OTS spectral features when left in a desiccator for
a few months. After baking in oven for 12 hours, the spectrum returned to dry OTS. Whether the
wet OTS will show dry OTS spectral feature upon heating is under investigation. From these
results, it is clear that the film water content is playing an important role in the OTS
configuration.
Using assignments from the phase measurement of wet OTS (

Table ), we conclude that

gauche defects in dry OTS are more prevalent than in wet OTS. The methyl ss and as mode
intensity is almost zero in dry OTS but dominant in wet OTS. It is likely that the hydrocarbon
chain in dry OTS is much less ordered than in wet OTS. This interpretation is supported by the
increase in the gauche defect intensity accompanied by the decreased methyl ss and as intensity.
However, scalar SFG can only provide a qualitative view about the surfaces. Without phase
measurement, it is difficult to draw conclusions about conformation in the two surfaces.
Table III. Amplitude, frequency, and bandwidth for six identified resonances (NR is the nonresonant fitting parameter.)
1

2

3

4

5

6

NR

Aq

-0.25

-1.28

1.4

-0.8

-0.88

0.78

0.019

ωq (cm-1)

2853

2877

2887

2905

2935

2952

Γ (cm-1)

14

10.5

14

20

11

14

Gauche

CH3

α−

CH3

CH3

defects

(ss)

(FR)

(as)

α−CΗ (ss) CΗ (as)
2

2
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Figure 54. Scalar SFG spectra of wet OTS (in blue), dry OTS (in red) and semi-dry OTS (in
green). Dry OTS is shown in red; semi-dry OTS is shown in green and wet OTS is shown in blue.
The semi-dry OTS spectrum seems to have mixed spectral features of the other two.
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Z-cut quartz scalar SFG spectra
Z-cut quartz is chosen as the reference material for SFG phase measurement because of its
several unique properties. Z-cut quartz has relative poor SFG efficiency because of its short
coherence length.33 This actually is as an advantage because it makes the intensity of the signal
from quartz comparable to that of the sample. Quartz is also transparent at both the fundamental
and harmonic frequencies – the signal is non-resonant.
Z-cut quartz is chiral. The sum frequency signal is mainly from the bulk. It has previously been
reported that the strength of the scalar SF signal varies with rotation; this is verified (Figure 55).
There are six lobes from 0° to 360° due to the D3 symmetry of z-cut quartz. At the maximum, it
generates intensity comparable to gold with ssp polarization. The psp polar plot (Figure 56)
shows a similar intensity variation as ssp but with the maxima shifted 30 degrees and the overall
intensity is slightly smaller (Figure 57). This result agrees with the literature.45 Therefore, it is
important to position the z-cut quartz in a consistent way. Currently, all the phase measurements
have the z-cut quartz oriented along the +x-axis, where it has the highest SFG intensity.
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Figure 55. Z-cut quartz SF intensity vs. azimuth angle: ssp raw data and curve fit to sin2(3Ɵ).

Figure 56. Z-cut quartz SF intensity vs. azimuth angle: psp raw data and curve fit to sin2(3Ɵ).
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Figure 57. Z-cut quartz SF intensity vs. azimuth angle psp and ssp on the same plot.
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